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IV.

AYRSI{IRtr CRANNOGS.

INTRODUCTION.

fr,ish Crannogs.-Though the etymology of the word" Crannog is some-

what doubtf,al (crann, a mast or treg and. og, young), its application in the
Scottish and- Irish Annals to d.esignate the island.-forts that once studd"ed" the
lochs of both countries is quite definite. The historic references made to
the Irish Crannogs are numerous, and, extend. over a long period, from the
middle of the eighth down to the seventeenth century ; but, notwithstanding
these, it was not till the year f ggg' that their archreological importance
became known. In this year Sir W. R. Wilde discovered. and examined the
Crannog of Lagore, in the county of Meath, of which he has published" full
particulars.l After this other Crannogs were discovered in rapid- succession,

and it became apparent that they had existed very generally over the country,
so that in 1857 Sir W. R. 

'Wilde 
enumerates no less than forty-six. His pre-

diction that others would be exposed to view as the general drainage of the
country ad.vanced has been amply verified., because every succeed.ing year has

seen an increase to thpir number. In a paper entitled. " Observations on the
principal Crannogs of X'ermanagh," published in 1873,2 Mr. W. X'. Wake-
man, after noticing their existence in eighteen different places in this county,
and numbering no less than twenty-nine, says, 'o This glance is far from
complete in its enumeration of the 'Lake-Dwellings' still remaining in this
old territory, but it gives, I think, the principal examples." According to
this writer, " The Irish Crannog, great or small, was simply an island, either
altogether or in part artificial, strongly staked with piles of oak, pine, yew,
alder, or other timber, encompassed by rows of palisading (the bases of which
now usually remain), behind which the occupiers of the hold might defend

7 Proceed,,ings of Rogal Irish Acad,entg, vol, i, 2 Journal of the Rogal Eistorical and, Arch,uo-

p. 420. 
,logical 

Associ,ation of freland,, vol. ii. p. 305.
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themselves with advantage against assailants. S'ithin the enclosure were
usually one or more log houses, which no doubt afforded shelter to the
dwellers during the night time, or whenever the state of the weather
necessitated a retreat under cover." On the Irish Crannogs a vast collec-
tion of antiquities were fonnd, such as swords, knives, spears, javelins,
dagger-blad,es, sharpening-stones, Querns,rbeadsipins, brooches, combs, horse-
trappings, shears, chains, axes, pots, bowls, etc. ; and within the last few
years, according to Mr. \Yakeman,l many fragments of pottery, of a similar
character to the fictile ware usecl for mortuary purposes in the prehistoric.
and" pagan period, have also been found on some of them.

Continental Lahe-Dtoelli,ngs.-Soon after the discovery of the Irish
Crannogs the attention of archreoiogists was directecL to remains of Lake
Dwellings in Switzerland. It appears that during the winter of 1B5B-4 the
inhabitants of ober Meilen, near Z,trrch, took advantage of the low state of
the water in the lake to recover portions of the land, which they enclosed.

with walls, and fiiled in the space with mud. When the workmen began to
excavate they came upon heads of piles of wood, stone celts, stags'horns,
and various kinds of implembnts. Dr. n'erdinand. Keiler, President of the
Antiquarian Society at Ztxich, hearing of the discovery, took up the matter
with much energy, and after careful investigation of the remains at ober
Meilen, came to the conclusion that the piles had supported a platform, that
on this platform huts had been erected, and that, after being inhabited for
many centuries, the whole wooclen structure had been destroyed by fire.
The discovery at Zwich was almost immediately followed by the discovery
of similar structures in the other Swiss lakes. Owing to a vast system of
drainage carriBd on since, there has been a great increase to their number, so

that at the present time it is well ascertained that scarcely a sheltered bay in
any of the lakes of Switzerland and neighbouring countries but contained a
lake village. The most common plan adopted by the constructors of these
ancient dwellings was to drive numerous piles of woocl, sharpened sometimes
by fire, sometimes by stone celts, or, in later times, by metal tools, into the
mud" near the shore of a lake; cross-beams were then laid over the tops of
these piles, andfastened. to them either by'mortises or pins of wood, so as to
form a platform. In certain cases the interstices between the upright piles
were filled with large stones, so as to keep them firmer. . Sometimes, when
the mud was very soft, the upright piles insteacl of being inserted into the

L See Journal of the Royal, I[istoricatr and, Arclrceological Association of lrelancl,vol. i. p. bB3.
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mud were mortised into split oak trees lying flat at the bottom of the lake.

Other erections were composed of layers of sticks laid horizontall;' one above

the other till they projected above the surface of the water, and thus pre-

sentecl a somewhat solid foundation for the platform. IJpright piles here

and there penetrated. these structures, but rather served. the purpose of
keeping the mass together than giving any supplrt to the platform. From

the remains found on the sites of these lacustrine villages it is inferred" that
their occupiers lyere acquainted. with agriculture, and. grew wheat and. barley;

that they had. d-omesticated animals, such as cats, dogs, pigs, oxen, horses,

sheep, and. goats; that they used- as food. hazel nuts, plums, apples, pearc,

and raspberries; that they were acquainted with the principles of social

government and the division of labour; and" that they manufactured cloth

and ropes from bast and flax by means of looms, and the distaff ancl spindle.

Scottish Crannogs.-In Scotland Lake-Dwellings have also become the

subject of stud.y and examination. But, Iike the Irish Crannogs, the early

ilistorical references to them, and even incid.ental notices of their discovery

in the present century, seem to have been overlooked,, so that it was not

till 1857, when the fame of the Swils discoveries had spread far and wide,

that the Scottish Archreologists became impressed with the value of this new

fieid. of research. In this year, Mr. Joseph Robertson read. a paper to the

Society of Antiquaries of Scotlancl, entitled " Notices of the Isle of the Loch

of Banchory, the Isle of Loch Canmor, and other Scottish examples of the

artificial or stockaded islands, called" Crannoges in Ireland and. Keltische

Phahlbauterz in Switzerland. "
The next discovery of this kind. was a group of artificial islands in Lake

Dowalton, \Yigtowns,hire, which were first described" by Lorcl Lovaine in a

paper read at the British Association in 1863. Soon afterwards Dr. Stuart,

then Secreta:ry to the Society of Antiquaries of Scotland", re-examined the

Dowalton group under more favourable circumstances than Lord. Lovaine,

owing to the drainage of the loeh being in a more advanced state. The

result of his labours was an elaborate paper, publishecl in 1866, in which he

gave a detailecl account of the structure and relics of these Crannogs, and

also took the " opportunity of incorporating unto his description all the

facts he could, g'lean, so as to afford. a basis for comparing the Scottish

examples with those in other countries." Sirrce the publication of this

paper (Proced. of Soc. of Antiq. Scot., vol. vi. part i.) no further investi-

gations on Scottish Crannogs, with the exception of an oCcasional notice
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of a fresh discovery of the site of one, have been recorded. According to
Dr. Stuart, " the lacustrine remains of Scotland admit of a certain classifica-
tion. There are first, crannogs proper, by which f mean island.s in lakes,
of which, including the group at Dowalton, about thirty-five are known.

" Then there are sites in marshes where vestiges of piling, or other
indications of forrner crannogs, have beeofound; and of these there are ten.

" Besides these we have in many lakes natural islands, which have been
fortified principally by barriers of stones surrounding them, uoh by cause-
ways leading from the shore, and these are very numerous.

" Of the first class, or the crannog proper, the ordinary construction was
by logs of wood. in the bed of the lake, supporting a structure of earth or
stones, or of a mixture of both, the mass being surrounded by piles of young
oak trees in the bed. of the lake, the inner row of which kept the island. in
shape, and. the external rorvs acted, as defences and breakwaters. The
crannogs at Dowalton were differently constructed.. ' The surface of the
islancl was of stones resting on a mass of compressed brushwood, below
which were large branches and stems of small trees, mostly hazel and birch,
mingled with stones, upparehtly for compressing the mass. Below this
were layers of brushwood, fern, and. heath, intermixed with stones and soil,
the whole resting on a structure of fern which lay on the bed of the loch.
Some of the islands were suruounded. with beams of oak, mortised into each
other, and laid in a sloping position to the outer edge, and were probably
intended as breakwaters; and occasionally planks of oak with grooves in
them were noticed-"r

But though iraces of these Crannogs have been found in almost every
county in Sco,tland, there has been no systematic examination of them
worthy of codparison with the investigations that have been made in other
countries; nor, with the exception of a few articles found. at Dowalton, is
there any collection of relics which would enable archreologists to form an
opinion with much certainty as to the purpose they served" in the social
economy of the period they represent, nor can their range in the dim vista
of prehistoric times be determined with greater accuracy. It is therefore
with pleasure I quote the following extract from the pen of such an able
Antiquary and. cautious theorist as Mr. Joseph Anderson, under-secretary
to the Society of Aniiquaries of Scotland. : 2 " Judging from the historical

I Lalce-Dwellings, by Ke).Ier (second eilition), ' See Article " Crannog," Encycl'o1tcvd,i'a Britan-

p. 657. nica, 9th eclition.
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evidence of their late continuance, and from the character of the relics

found. in them, the Crannogs of Scotland. and Ireiand may be regarded as

the very latest class of prehistoric strongholcls, reaching their greatest

development in early historic times, and surviving through the Middle
Ages. In Irelanil Sir William Wilde has assigned- their range approximately
to the period between the ninth and sixteenth centurieg." On the antiquity
of the Irish Crannogs Sir W. R. 

'Wilde 
writes as follows : r " Certainly the

eviclences derived" from the antiquities found in ours (Irish), and which are

chiefly of iron, refer them to a much later period than the Swiss; while we

do not find any flint arrows or stone celts, and" but very few bronze

weapons, in our Crannogs. Moreover, we have positive documentary
evi.dence of the occupation of many of these fortresses in the time of
Elizabeth, and some even later."

On the other hand, the Swiss Lake-Dweliings or Phahlbauten have heen

so extensively and carefully investigated that continentai Archaologists
have been able to classify them according as they belongecl to the Stone,

Bronze, or Iron ages. Dr. n'erdinand- Keller, one of the ablest authorities
on the subject, has come to the conclusion that they were simply villages
inhabited by a peaceful community, that they were of Celtic origin, that
theyhacl attained their greatest development about t.c. 1500, and that they
finally ceased to be occupied" about the commencement of the Christian era.

It would thus appear that the supposed analogy between Scottish and.

Continental Lake-Dwellings is more in name than in fact, and on this point
Mr. And.erson remarks that the former resemble the latter " in nothing
except that the;r are placed in lakes. The Crannog is a type of a strong-

hold peculiar to Cgltic countries. No example is known in England,
although orrer a hundred have been examined and described in freland,
and perhaps about half that number in Scotland." 2

There appears, however, to be a complete parailelism between the Scotch

and- Irish Crannogs. Both are prod,ucts of Ceitic civilisation, both furnish
relics of a similar character, and. so far a,s the Scotch examples have been

examined, they appear to have been constructed, on similar principles. A
prominent feature in the structure of the Lochlee Crannog, was a surround.-

ing circle of horizontal beams with mortised. holes for receiving the upright
piles. These transverse beams were raised. 'about three feet above the

I Proceecl:ings of Royal Irish Academy, vol.

vii. p. I52.
' Article (' Crannog," Encycl,opnd,ia Britannicu.
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ordinary flooring, and had, other beams lying over them forming a sort of
platform, external to which the island sloped gently into the water. Though
the exact purpose of these beams is not clearly determined, they appear to
have been common to both the Scotch and" Irish Crannogs. Dr. Stuart,
as already mentioned, found. them in the Dowalton group.

From " Notes on the Crannogs and, Lake-Dwellings of Wigtownshire,"
by the Rev. George Wilson, f extract the following quotati6ll--" Several of
the beams show mortised holes neatly cut, some of them about 7 inches
square. fn some of the smaller ones pieces of thej broken mortises still
stand upright." l

Dr. Reeves, writing about, a Crannog in the county of Antrim, says,

" These piles were from 17 to 20 feet long, and from 6 to B inches thick,
driven into the bed of the lough, and" projecting above this bed about 5 or 6

feet. They rn'ere bouncl together at the top by horizontal oak beams, into
which they were mortised, and secured in the mortise by stout wooden pegs." ,

My next quotation is from a paper by G. H. Kinahan, Esq., of the
Geological Survey of Ireland,.on Crannogs in Lough Rea: "A little N.W.
of the double row, in the old iorking, there is a part of a circle of piles ;

and" in another, a row of piies running nearly E. and W. Mr. Ilemsworth
of Danesfort, who spent many of his younger days boating on the 1ake, and
knows every part of it, informs me that on the upper end of some of the
upright piies there were the marks of where horizontal beams were mortised
on them. 'These seemed now to have disappeared, as I did not rem,ark
them." 3

Mr. Wakeman, to whose writings f have already referred,, writes as

follows : " It ryould appear that, in some instances at least, their spikeJike
tops were anciently mortised into holes cut for their reception in beams of
oak, v'hich were laid. horizontally. Just one such beam we found unclis-
turbed, resting on the vertical spike in situ. A respectable elcleriy man,
named. Coulter, who resides not far from the lough (Baliydoolough), informed
me that he well recollected to have seen many of these horizontal timbers
resting upon the stakes or piles. They were hardly ever uncovered, but
were distinctly visible a few inches below the surface of the water. This
I believe to be a feature in the construction of Crannogs, but seldom re-
marked." a

\ Proceed"ings of Society oJ Antiq. Scod., vol. ix. 2 Proceed,ings of Royal lrish, Acad,., vol. vii. p.

p. ts68. 155. 3 lbi.d,. .tol. viii. p. 417.
a Journal of Rayal Hist. a,nd, Arcltnolog. Association of frelantl, vol. i. p. 862.
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Another notable point of agreement between the Scottish and Irish

Crannogs is, that canoes, hollowecl out of single trunks, are almost invariably

found- in their vicinity; and this holcls true even in cases where moles or

gangways connecting the Crannogs with the shore have been found.

Before concluding these introcluctory remarks, I wish to draw attention

to the importance of this comparatively new fieH of research, rvhich I have

here the honour of bringing before the members of the Ayr and Wigton

Archreological Association. It not only promises to be abundantly fruitful
in the future, but, from the preservative qualities of the mossy sediment in

which Crannogs and their relics are generaily eritombed, we may expect to

find articles of which all traces would" have been obliterated by decomposi-

tion hacl they been interred, in ancient graves, tumuli, brochs, etc.

Although minor discoveries point to the existence of the remains of

Crannogs in various parts of this county, such, for example, as the discovery

of canoes in Loch Doon, there are only two that have been hitherto ex-

plored, viz. one at Kilbirnie, described. by the late Rohert Love, Bsq., n'.S.A.

Scot., in Proceedtings of Society of Antiq.. of Scotland,,l4th June lB75;
and the other at Lochlee; both of 'which are here recorded in the order of

their discovery.l

1 Since writing the above I have been informecl bronze armlets, two pointed implements of deer's

that another Crannog has just been discoverecl horn, a granite quern-stone, several bruising

near Maybole, on the property of Sir James stones, together with a large quantity of bones.

Ferglsson of Kilkerran. In ihe course of some As Sir James Fergusson has expressecl a clesire

preliminaly investigations by Mr. Cochran-Pat- to have the Crannog thoroughly investigateil,

rick of 'Wooclsifle, who is my informant on the rve have alreacly the prospect of interesting

subject, the following articles were founcl on materials for the next volume of this Society's

this Crannog, viz. a hammer-stone, a chisel, two publications. 
,
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I.-NOTICE ON' A CRANNOG IN TITE LOCH OX' KILBIRNIE.I

Tsrs loch of Kilbirnie is situated in the parish of that name, and in, as

it is understood, the ancient barony of Glengarnock, which skirts it nearly
throughout on its north-west margin, and. which was'long a possession of a .

family of the name of Cuningham, arr early, if not the earliest cadet of the
Kilmaurs family, first ennobled as Lord"s Kilmaurs ancl latterly as Earls of
Glencairn. The earliest name discovered which was given to this loch is
" Loc Tancu," which is contained in a charter to the Monastery of Paisley
of the Barony of Peti or Little Auchengown, in the parish of Lochwinnoch.
This charter, which is dated between 1208 and 7.274, is to be found. in the
Register of Paisley (p. ZS). Locally this loch has been known for a long
time as "Loch Tankard. " or " Thankard," although little in use, and. a small
farm at its north-west cornei is called. the "Ifnthank," or "Onthank," a
name which, as well as Thankard, probably had its origin in " Tancu," or,
what is possible, the latter may be a corrupted form of the former. At a

considerably later period, however, this loch is by Boece (Bellenden's trans-
lation) and Hollinshead, called " Garnoth," from, it may be, its being part of
the barony of Glengarnock, or if not, then from the Garnock 'Water 

passing
near its west end..

There was a little island. in the upper end, and near the north-west
corner of this.foch; and" most who knew it when entire, fifty or sixty years
ago, ate agreed. that it was essentially circular, although some little pointed
towards the south. It was, they think, of the diameter of from 23 to 2b

yards, a view that is confirmed, by the Ordnance Map,' the survey for which
was happily made before the island" was encroached on by the d"eposition of
d,6bris or slag from the adjoining ironstone furnaces of the Glengarnock
Company. It was distant from the north-west margin of the loch some 56
yards, and. from the west margin three times that distance, or about 168
yards. It was elevateil, at least in modern times, above the water of the
loch in its ordinary state, from 2 to 4 feet; and on the surface was entirely

1 Proc. Soc. Ant. of Scotland, vol xi. p.284.
? Ordnance Survey (25-inch scale), Kilbirnie Parish, sheet viii; 5.
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overlaid with stones of the bouider sort, not large, and which might have

been got on the margin of the lake. Manifesting thus a stony appearance,

the name of " The Cairn" (an aggregation of stones) was generally applied. to
it in the locality. Some say that beams or logs, and piles of woocl were

noticed. during protracted droughts on or along the margin of the island,

but if they were, it, notwithstand.ing, never occurred. Jo any one that the
island. was other than natural. In the summer of 1868, however, its arti-
ficial nature became quite evid.ent. This was occasioned in consequence of
the slag from the furnaces having been for several years and in great bulk
depositeil within the loch to the west of and behind this island, which sank

down through the deposit of soft yieiding mud there, which is of the great

depth of 30 or 40 feet, a fact that was ascertained by borings near the site

of the furnaces. This had the effect, while it overlay and bore down that
part of the island which is towards the west, of moving the east portion of
it forward and. into the loch, and, at the same tirne, of upheaving it so that
it was elevated- consiclerably above the water. In consequence, this part

spread. hither ancl thither and. split up; many fissures were the result, both

in the artificial deposits and. in the hnderlying mud, which were of a depth

that varied from 4 to 6 feet ; and it was by means of these that the various

artificial strata became disclosed.

It has been said that the surface of the island" throughout was overlaid

or paved with stones. The depth of these was not great, possibly not more

than from I to 2 feet, there not being in any part that became visible more

than two courses. Wood" ashes v'ere discovered. on the surface-a portion

being also found- a little below, and some of the stones at one part, in
particular the fragments of a sanclstone flag, bore distinct evidence of the

action of fire; and'it was supposed- that this flag might have been the

hearth of some structure reared, on the surface. These stones are to be held

as the uppermost artificial straturn. The next in d.escent was a layer of

large coarse water-borne gravel. mixed" with finer sand, which was of the

d"epth of from 18 inches to 2 feet. The third layer was brushwood, boughs

of trees, among which thehazel pred.ominated, ferns, etc. et'c., but the whole

was so compressed as not to manifest a greater depth than a,bout 6 inches. The

fourth layer was beams or logs of wood, some of which were nearly 2 feet in
diameter, although the greater number was less. 'I'hese seemed. laid" down

horizontalll, and so as to cross or intersect each other, similar to a raft of

wood.; some of them showed" that thef had" been mortised or checked into

25
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each other, or into vertical piles, and that the tenons when inserted had
been fastened. by wood.en pins, and. in one or two instances by large iron
nails. The whole of this wood-work, howeyer, when exposed, was in a

greatly clisturbecl and loosened condition from the movement ancl upheaval
of the structure; ancl, in consequence, what space in depth these cross-beams

occupied r,vas not ascertainable. Then lhe fifth, and. lowest stratum, lvas
the underlying mud, which was fine, pure, and free of stones, ancl. not at all
like boulder clay. Besides, there was manifested as having been planted
on the surface, one if not more wooden structures, houses or huts they
might bq small in size, and one of r,vhich at least was in the form of a

parallelogram, having been constructed. of small round" posts of wood used"

in forming the sid.es and" ends. IIow it had been roofed. did. not appear.

There were seen also bits of bone, as those of bircls, as well as a few teeth,
similar to those of the cow or ox. Trees, for the most part of a low stature,

were over all parts, as well as reed.s ancl other coarce grasses which sprang
up between the stones on the surface.

Then, as regards the rnargi,n of this island, it appeared to have been

palisacled. ; at least this was the case on its north-east side-that which only
was visible. The piles usecl for this purpose were apparently of oak, ancl

not great in girth; they were driven down into the mud bank as the found-
ation ; and on thesg as well as upon the beams, the cutting of an edged tool,

not a saw, was quite d,istinct. Within these vertically placed piles, and

resting on the surface, stones, it is said, were placed, which was the case

more certainly around. the whole margin. It is also said" that stones rvere

even placed outside of these piles, in a row, and. on the very margin; but
it is only probable that, outwitla this row there had been an outer course of
piles, by *euo6 of which the stones were kept in position, but whieh, from
weathering, had gone into complete decay.

It is known that this island. was approachable by means of a kind" of
stone causeway which led" from the north-west margin of the lake. Accord-
ing to the report of those who saw it often, it was only of the breadth of two
or three feet, and. was never visible above the water of the loch, which on

either side is saicl to have been six or seven feet in depth. It is not said that
this causeway was protected or fortifieil in any way by piiing. It was near

the south end of this causeway, along the north-east margin of the island,

that in 1868 several canoes or boats, as many it was believed, as four, in a
less or more entire cond.ition, were discovered.. Only one of these, howeveq
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when found. was partly entire, and it even wanted" some two feet at the bow

to render it complete. But as this canoe, formed. out of a single tree, and.

the bronze utensils which were found imbed,ded in mud within it, have been

well described in Mr. Cochran-Patrick's papel, printed in the Society's

Proceed.ings (vol. ix. 385), none of these need, now be referred to, further

than to say that the pot, the repair or clouting of which was with 'iron, is

not by any means uncommon in shape, and that the erver is not un'igue,

inasmuch as, besides the example figured in Wilson's Prehist. Annals (p.

556, 1851), there is another very similar also figured in the Mem,orials of
the Manwelts of Pollolc. The fragment of another canoe was found by the

tenant of the adjoining farm of Pudevanholm in removing some of the mud

for cultivation. It also iay close by the island on its north-east side; was

formed. of a single tree of oak, and measurecl 5 or 6 feet in length by 2
feet 2 inches or so in breadth; the wood in thickness not being more than

2! or 3 inches at the bottom, which was flatly formed, and some little less

at the sides. Moreover, it was peculiarly shallow, not being more than 5

or 6 inches in depth belor,v the. gunwale, although possibly some allowance

must be macle for decay. Of the other canoes no description can be given,

owing to their fragmentary condition.

It may be mentioned" that there was a breaking and d.estruction of boats

on this loch in the course of disputes which arose between the lairds of
Glengarnock and. Kilbirnie, with the view of preventing, as it would appear,

the establishment of rights by the running of prescription. This will be seen

by referring to a case of l8th JuIy L626, reported in Morr. D'ict., p. 10,631,

and by an Act of Pariiament in I64L, ratifying a charter dated. 2d March

1626 (Thomson's Acis, v. 52I). It rrould, seem as if the laird. of Glengar-

nock was owner of the loch, while the laird of Kilbirnie (the name of a large

adjoining barony lying to the west) possessed a right of fishing in it.
Timothy Pont surveyecl the Cuningham district of Ayrshire, within

which this loch is, about the beginning of the seventeenth century; and it
is curious to remark that in his map, which was published by Blaeu, this
islancl does not appear. May it not then have been invisible, and have only
come into view after repeated deepenings of the stream called. " The Dubbs,"

the outflow of the loch, which are known to have been mad.e by parties who

had an interest to increase their land boundaries by lessening the extent of

the loch ?

That these Crannogs were constructed. and resortecl to for safety to life

27
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and property in times of danger would seem apparent. But we have failecl
to discover that any strong place of defence, such as a British fort, or rrish
rath, ever existed in the neighbourhood of this loch. 'I'here were the castles
of Glengarnock and of Kilbirnie, but both are a considerable distance off.
The kirk of Kilbirnie, however, is near; and between it and" the loch rvas
a barony Mill on the left bank of the Gdrnock,'- called the ', Nethermiln of
Kilbirnie," where .was one of these ancient sepulchral tumuli (New Stat.
Account, Ayrshire, o. Kilbirnie). And it is only presumable that in this
district, in early times, would a considerable population be collected, which
would, require often to attend to its safety. Crannog, says Joyce, is from
crd,nn (Erse), a tree, and iiterally denotes a rvooden house. They were

"generally placed.," as he adds, " on artificial islands in lakes. These were
formed" in a shallow part by driving stakes into the bottom, which were
mad.e to support cross-beams; and on these were heaped. small trees,
brambles, clay, ete., till the structure was raised over the surface of the
water. On this the family, ancl in many cases several families, lived in
wooden houses, suflicientiy prptected from enemies by the surrounding lake,
while communication with the land was carried on by means of a small boat."
(Irish, Place Nacnes,2d ed. p. 288.) The author refers in this to the Irish
Crannogs, but the description is equally applicable to the Scottish examples,
and to this in Kilbirnie loch in particular. (Vid,e also Dr. Stuart's elaborate
and valuable paper in the Proceecli,ngs, vol. iv.; the iate Dr. Joseph Robert-
son's article in Chambers's Encyclopad,ia, a. "Crannoges;" ccArchreology,"

in Chamberc's fSormation, etc.)

Note.-L..;In the parish of Beith, ad,joining Kilbirnie on the south,
is Loch Bran or Brand, but which now generally passes by the name of
" Boghall Loch," frorn being partly on lands of that name. As part of the
barony of Beith it was given to the monastery of Kilwinning towards the
end of the tweifth century, and is only a short distance south of the Monks'
Grange, or Great Home x'arm, and north from the Motehill of the baron/,
called the "Hill of Beith." And" either on or around the margin of this lake,
at various times, have piles or stakes of oak or elm been discovered, nhich,
although sometimes looked upon as having been used in fishing the loch,
may have been only vestiges of a Crannog.

2. Another loch in this parish of Beith is the " Lowes Loch;" and at its
west end is a plot of considerable extent, rvhich is not above the water of
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the loch many inches; for the most part it is overgrown with willow ancl

birch, and is never submerged during the greatest floods, but rises and falls

with the water. Although probed with a rod, anything like the substruc-

ture of a Crannog has not, however, been found.

3. Dr. Stuart's conjecture (Proceed,ings, vol. vi. part i.) regarding the

existence of a Crannog in Lochwinnoch Loch, Lwo miles east of that of KiI-
birnie, may be well founded. The great number of canoes supposed to have

been seen by one party embeilded in the mud north of the old. castle called

" The PeiI " was probably no other than the wood,en portion*the beams

and cross-beams and" interlacing work-of a Crannog which held. place on

the islet before the erection of the stone and lime castle during, as it is

believed, the first half of the sixteenth century. This islet, which is near

the centre of the loch, opposite the old kirk of Lochwinnoch, and the surface

of which is freestone, could not be above the water prior to the several

deepenings of the loch at its outlet, which are supposed to have occurred,

the first of them by the Sempills, towards the encl of the seventeenth or in
the beginning of the following century.
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II.-NOTICE OF THE EXCAVATION qr A CRANNOG AT
LOCHLEE, TARBOLTON.

Discoaery of the Crannog.-The site of the Lochlee crannog was a
small lake, now entirely dried up, which formerly occupied portions of a
few fields on the farm of Lochlee near Tarbolton. The lake was
surrounded by a gently undulating country, and lay in a hollow, scooped
out of the glacial drift, at an elevation of about 400 feet above the sea-
level. Taking a fair estimate of its former extent by a careful exami-
nation of setlimentary deposits near its shore, it was ascertained, from
accurate measurements and levelling, that its area was about 19 acres;
but, owing probably to the accumulation of moss and silt, it is
knovrn, in modern times, to'have been much greater, especially d.uring
winter. Before it was artificially clrained, some forty years ago, no
one appearc to have surmised that a small island, which b..u*u
visible in the summer-time, and formed a safe habitation for gulls and
other sea-birds during the breeding season, was formerly the residence
of man; nor am f aware of any historical notices or traditions that such
was the case; nor does it appear to have attracted the attention of the
poet Burns, though he lived for four years on this farm in the capacity of
ploughman to his father, then tenant of the place. The Crannog was near
the outlet of t16 hke, and the nearest land., its southern bank, was about
75 yards distant. When the first drainage of the place was carried out,
the wrought wood-work exposed in the drains passing through the islantl,
and especially the discovery of two canoes buried in the moss, attracted the
attention of the workmen. The shop of a provision merchant at Tarbolton
happened to be much frequented by the drainers, and in this way the
shopkeeper, Mr. James Brown, came to hear of the finding of the canoes,
and the conjectures of the men as to the artificiar nature of the island.
Mr. Brown, who seems to combine the true spirit of the antiquary with his
business habits, never lost sight of the little island at Lochlee and the
information he had ascertained regarding it, and on various occasions since,
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mentioned the subject to gentlemen who, he thoug'ht, were likely to take
an interest in it. 'Ihe recent re-drainage of the same locality revived.
Mr. Brown's curiosity about the structure of this island, now a slight mound
in a field, and being himself unable, owing to the infirrnities of age, to take
any active part in inspecting it, he wrote a letter about the beginning of
September to a gentleman at Ayr suggesting a,n inquiry iuto the matter;
but as the latter clid. not seem inciined to take it up, & week afterwards
he wrote a note to Mr. Anderson, of the National Museum of Antiquities
in Edinburgh. This gentleman, recognising the importance of his infor-
mation, immediately communicated with R. 'W-. 

Cochran-Patrick, Esq., of
Wooilside, Hon. Secretary of. the Ayr and Wigton Archreological Association,
rvho lost no time in visiting the locality, and at once discovered the true
nature of the mound. Mr. Cochran-Patrick then sent a note to Mr. Turner,
factor to the Duke of Portland, under whose supervision the drainage was
being conducted, informing him of the discovery, and suggesting in the
interests of Archaological Science that an examination of the Crannog
should, be made. Meantime these facts were communicated to me by
Mr. J. Ir. Turner, and having hacl iny attention already directed to Lake
Dwellings in consequence of a recent opportunity I had of inspecting some
of their relics preserved at Zarich,I also became interested in ascertaining
the exact nature of the find at Lochlee. Next day Mr. J. H. Turner and I
visited the localitl, and in the course of a few more visits found ample
evidence that the mound was really artificial, and had been at some former
period the site of a human habitation. At the same time, as if to
cleepen our curiosity, a small canoe, ho]loweil out of a single trunk of oak,
was dug up by the w.orkmen out of the moss which formed the bottom of
the lake. It was then kind.ly arranged by Mr. Turner senior that some
excavations would. be mad.e so as to ascertain more accurately the structure
of this mound. The general appearance which it presentecl" after these
excavations were commenced, as seen in the zincograph of sketch A, was
that of a grassy knoll, drier, firmer, and slightly more elevatecl, than the
surrounding field. Unfortunately, the large, deep main drain which happenecl
to pass through and cut off a segment of this mound, was filleil up before
attention was directecl to its archreological importance, so that we lost the
opportunity of inspecting the section which it presented to view. Upon
careful inspection, howeveE we noticed. towards the circumference of the
mound the tops of a few wooden piles barely projecting above the grass,

[-
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which at once suggestecl the idea" that they might be portions of a circular

stockailed island,. Guided. by these I completed what we supposed to be

the circumference of the original islancl, by inserting pins of wood where

the piles were deficient. X'ollowing the line thus indicated, the workmen

were ord"ered to dig a deep trench round. the mound., but to leave rvhatever

wood-work would. be exposed as much as possible 'in s'itu. Accordingiy, this

trench was completed, and on the following da;r, 15th Octqber 1878,

systematic explorations were begun in presence of Messrs. Turner, J. H.

'l'urner, Cochran-Patrick, Anderson, Dr. Macd.onald" (Ayt), ancl myself.

The Encaaations.-The space enclosed by this trench was of a somewhat

circular shape, and about 25 yards in d.iameter. The trench was from 5 to 6

feet deep, and in many parts quite studded with wooden piles, mostly upright,

but some slanting. Some of those slanting outwards were forked at the

upper end, as if intended. to counteract outward. plessule. At the bottom of

the trench, particularly on the north side, were found various kinds of brush-

wood, chiefly hazel and birch, here and there trunks of trees, thick slabs of

wood, and.large stones. The most remarkable objects, however, were thick

planks of oak about 6 feet lbng, with a large sQuare:cut hole at each end.

These were visible at various portions of the trench, ancl lying half-way d,own,

some right across and others with one end. sticking out from its inner side.

At the north-east side there were two rows of these beams exposed, four in

each row, and about 5 feet apart,measuring from the central line of each beam.

One rowwas a little farther out than the other, and- had upright piles, somewhat

squarely cut, projecting through the holes. These horizontal beams

pointed- towards the centre of the Crannog, and. appeared to keep the upper

ends of the ugright piles in position (see woodcut, X'ig. 1, and the zinco-

graphs of thetsketches B and C). Lying und,erneath these beams, and at

right angles to them, were round logs of wood. varying in length from 6 to

15 feet, which being caught as it were by the upright piles u'ere prevented'

from failing outwards into the trench. Conterminous with the mortisecl

beams, which were scarcely a foot under the surface, there was a rud"e and

much decayed. platform of rough planks and saplings resting on transverse

beams of split oak trees. One of these transverse beams rvhich I measured.

was 14| feet long and 8 inches broad, anil for a few inches at each

extremity was not spiit, so that the portion thus left acted as a catch (for

the pianks above it), tike the flange on the wheel of a railway waggolr.

Digging underneath tiris platform, we passed through a compact mass of
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clay, stones, beams of soft wood, and ultimately brushwood., und.erneath

which, being on a level with the drain, we could not farther explore, owing
to the oozing up of water.

Frc. l.-llortiseil Beam with portion of an upright (scale, { inch to the foot).

we then commenced digging a few feet to the west of the centre of the

mound, and soon cleareil a trench from 3 to 4 feet deep, about a couple of
yards broad, ancL directed almost dub north and south. About 25 feet from

the outer trench, measuring northwards, and 53 feet in the opposite direction,

we came upon the south edge of a smooth pavement neatly constructed. of

flat stones. Judging from ashes, charcoal, and small bits of burnt bones

which were here observed, that this pavement was a fireplace, we thought

it better in the meantime to leave it intact; so we formecl another trench

at a width of 8 to 10 feet, at right angles to the former, and just touching

the southern ed.ge of the pavement, which was continued eastwards till it
touched the platforn already described. A circular trench was then made

round this pavement, at a breadth of about 4 feel,,leaving it, with its super-

incumbent soil, stand.ing in the centre. We had thus a considerable space

cleared out at a uniform level, with a small portion of the pavement visible,

and an oval-shaped mass of soil about 4 feet in diameter

above the rest of it. In the course of these excavations

we found- three upper quern stones, portions of other

two, a wood.en vessel in two fragrhents, a large quattz

pebble (X'ig 2), with markings as if made by a hammer

on its surface, portion of a pointed horn (n'ig. 53), some

bones, one or two hammer-stones, and. a boar's tusk'

Upon careful inspection we then discovered immediately above the
F

Fre. 2.-Quartz Pebble.
Scale |,
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pavement, at a height of 2E feet, and, rather less than a foot from the
surface of the mound, another pavement similar to the former. These
pavements rested on layers of clay which extended. several feet beyond them,
and gradually thinned out towards the edge. on a level with the lower
pavement we found the remains of a series of massive stakes with square-
cut ends, which appeared to surround i! They were very much decayed,
and it was difficult to ascertain their original number, but seven were noted.,
which were kept stand"ing in position for some time. Trvo well-shaped
plankJike beams were lying horizontally at the east side of the lower pave-

n're. 3.-Drecn.a'lr or ExclvLrroN.

T, Outer circular trench with stuff thrown
outwards.

DD, Trenches near centre of Crannog.

A, Mortised beams at north-east corner,

E, Rude platforn acljacent to mortised beams.

P ! Upper and Iower pavements or hearths,
LP I with stakes surrouncling them.
GG, Horizontal beams on level with lower

pavement.

B, Main ilrain passing through the rnouncl.

n', Undisturbed mounii.

CC, 2 Transverse beams lying across near the
bottom oftrench, with a square-cut hole
in each, but not containing uprights,

ment and" on a level with it. The d"istance between these upright stakes

varied.. from 2 to 4 {eet, and, as alread-y noticed, they were not pointed. at
their bases but cut across. One, ind.eed, we found. to have a small portion
projecting from the centre of its base, which neatly modised into a hole
formed. by a pjece of wood, a fr.at stone, and. some clay. On a subsequent

occasion, when digging lower, we came upon another of these stakes which
had pressed d"own the portion of clay on which it rested nearly a foot.
The lower pavement slanted a little to the south-west, and it was also

observed that the bottoms of the stakes were somewhat lower in that
direction. On the north side they came close to the pavement, but on the
south extended about 5 feet beyond it. The upper pavement was about a

foot nearer the outer trench, in the d.irection of the wooden platform already

described at its north-east corner, and- hence it only partially covered the
lower. It was carefully built with stores and clay round a wooden stake,

corresponcling with the series of stakes on a level with the lower pavement,

and. the layer of clay underneath it extended eastwards over one of the
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Sketch A.-The Crannog after excavations were commenced.

Sketch B.-Yiew of the Trench on the North Side.

AyR AND WIGTON ARCHAOLOG1CAL ASSOCIATtOilr 16e0.
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horizontal beams above referred to. Both these pavements were neatly
constructed. of flat stones of various sizes, and. about an inch and a half
thick, and had a raised rim round them also formecl of flat stones, but
uniformly selected and" set on edge. They were slightly oval in shape,

and the major and. minor axes of the lower one measured" 5 and. 4 feet re-
spectively. Traces of other pavements betv'eep the ripper and lower were

observed, but before farther examination was made the whole mass above

the lower or first-discovered pavement was trodden down by visitors.
At this stage I have to record the loss of the active services of Mr.

Cochran-Patrick, who hitherto took notes and sketches of each day's
proceed.ings. In consequence of his absence, owing to a protracted illness,
and the inability of the other gentlemen to attend, this duty now fell on
my inexperienced shoulders; and in giving this short account of the work
I have only to say that, however imperfectly done, f have endeavoured,
during very inclement weather, to procure as correct and- faithful a record.

of the explorations as possible.

While making a tentative diggips on the south side of the lower pave-
ment, f ascertained that the soil underneath its corresponding layer of clay
(which, by the way, extended much farther than any of the other layers)
contained boars' tusks, broken bones, and charcoal. After digging for
about 4 feet below the level of the pavement we came upon a layer of chips
of woocl as if cut by a hatchet, and below this a thick layer of turf with
the grassy sid.e downwards. Water here oozecl up, but with the spade I
could readily distinguish that unclerneath the turf there were large logs of
wood. extending farther in all directions than I could. then ascertain. With
a pole we took the perpendicular height of the level of the surface of the
upper hearth above these logs, and it measured. exactly 7 feet 9 inches, so

that the greatest depth of the accumulated" rubbish since the logs were laid,
i.e. ahort centre of mound, would be about 8] feet. I then determined to
clear the soil entirely away round the fireplace d.own to these logs, stili
keeping the surrounding trench at the same breadth as before, viz. 4 to b
feet. While this was being done we inspecteil the stuff as it was removed,

though I now regret this was not done more carefuily, and" found" a great
variety of manufactured implements of various materials. Observe that the
portion here referred to is well defined,-above by the layer of clay
corresponding to the lower or first-discovered pavement, and below by the
newly-discovered log pavement. It is fortunate that this.was the case, as it
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turned out so prolific of relics that I have assigned to it the name of. rel'ic-

bed,. Amongst these were a spindle whorl (Fig. 27), two bone chisels (Figs.

30 and 31), and, several pointed" bone implements (X'igs. 32 to 35), a

polished stone celt (Fig. 16), a metal knife (X'ig. 91), some implements of
horn and rvood, a fringe-like object manufactured of mossy fibres (X'ig. 112),

and. a great many hammer-stones. Close4o the'pavement, but about 2 feet
lower, we extracted" the skeletorr of an animal iike that of a goat or sheep,

the skull of rn'hich was entire, and had short horn-cores attached to it. The

relic-bed was made up of partially d.ecomposed vegetable matters, and couid

be separated. into thin layers ; the common bracken, moss, parts of the stems

of coarse grass, heather, and large quantities of the broken shells of. hazel
nuts, were frequently met with. The bones were generally broken as if for
the extraction of their marrow. The bed of chips of wood was several

inches thick, and extended more
than half-way round, and had
its maximum extent on the south-

* west side. The logs, all of which
were oak, and cut at various

* lengths, from about 6 feet to 12

feet, seemed. to rad.iate from the
x central line of the fireplace, like

the spokes of a wheel. Under-
neath these logs were others lying
transversell, and in some places

a third layer could be detected
by probing with a staff. None

of these layers of logs were disturbed. at this stage of the proceedings.
A perpenclicular section made of the central mass left standing, just

touching the southern edge of the first-discovered pavement and iooking
toward.s the south, presented the appearance of stratified rocks of various
colours, of which the above is a sketch. At the bottom is the log pavement;
then in succession you see turf, clay, a black line of ashes; then again clay,
another line of charcoal and ashes, and. lastly the pavement imbedded in a
thick layer of clay. The upper pavement and intermediate section are not
represented, as they were demolished by visitors some days previous to the
taking of the sketch. Upon removing this central mass of clay and ashes
intervening between the stony pavement and the log pavement, Dr.

Fre. 4.-Perpentlicular Section through the llearths,
showing structure of the first-discoverecl pavcment.
The asterisks intiicate the position of the three
lowest fireplaces, or stony pavements.

,l



Sketch C.-Showing anangement of Mortisecl Beams at North-east corner. Before this
Sketch was taken some of$he horizontal beams were removeil,

Sketch D,

AYR ANO WTGTON ARCREOLOGTCAL A6SOCtATtON, 1aao.
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Macilonald and I made the important discovery that there were other two
stony pavements corresponding exactly with the charcoal lines in the draw-
iog. The one was 18 inches below the first-discovered pavement (or that
figured" in the drawing, and which has hitherto been cailed the lower pave-
ment), and the other 16 inches still lower, and about a similar distance
above the logs. Both these pavements were slightly oval in shape, about 4
feet in diameter, and beautifully built with flat stones and raisecl rims rouncl

them, precisely similar to the two already described. While in. the act of
demolishing these fireplaces we came upon another entire skull of a sheep or
goat, with horn-cores attached" to it, very like the one already mentioned,
and found" near the same place. At the north-east side, close to the fire-
places, were a few large stones built one above the other, and, poised evenly
with wedges of wood. and stones. A little to the north of these stones, and

about 4 feet from the base of the fireplaces, there was a portion of a large
square-cut upright stake, a few feet long, resting on a flat circular board,

iike the bottom of a barrel, and supported by the log pavement. On the
south side of the stones, and close to them, 'was a round- flat piece of oak,

rvith a hole in its centre, somern hat like a quern stone. My fist could just
go through this hole, and when found" it had a smail plug of wood loosely
fitting it. Near the same place portions of a large shallow dish made of soft
wood, and a small bit of a three-plied rope of withs, were pickecl up. About
5 feet to the south of the centre of the pavements there was a portion of
another upright stake resting on the log pavement. Although various other
portions of decayed stakes and pins of oak were found" while excavating
within a few feet of the fireplaces, they were not so systematically arranged

as to suggest the ide4 that they formed the remains of a surrounding hut, as

was undoubtedly the case with those corresponding to the first-discovered
pavement, and alread-y deseribed.

Before proceeding further, let me pause for a moment and endeavour to
recall, in a few words, the salient points already arrivecl at, and the reasons

thal, ied to the next steps in our investigation. At a portion of the outer
trench, it may be remembered, there was found, about a foot under the surface,

a rude wooden platform resting on a complete solid. basis, which then,
naturally enough, was supposed to be the surface of the artificial island ;

and towards the centre a series of at least four hearths, one above the other.
Now the level of the lorvest hearth was about 3 feet below that of the
wooden platform. \Yhat then was the cause of this difference in their level ?
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Did the central portion sink from the weight of the superincumbent mass, or
was it originally constructed so ? Again, although tbe fireplaces were nearly
equidistant from the trench, measuring east and west (about 39 feet), they
were eccentric in the diameter at right angles to this line, being, accord.ing to
the measurements already given, about 14 feet north of the centre of the
space encloserl by the trench. It was therefore'eviclent that nothing shorb

of the removal of a large portion of the central debris would be sufficient to
give a correct idea of the iog pavement and. its surround.ing structures, and
disclose the treasures supposed to be hidden in it. ' Having ailopted. this.
resolution, the men were instructed accordingly, and" at once commenced

excavating d"irectly south of the fireplaces. Part of the soil was thrown
back into the empty space where the fireplaces stood, and the rest wheeled

into the field beyond. The space thus inspected. was about 25 feet broad,

anil extend.ed" southwards 31 feet from the fireplace. At its southern end

we came upon a curved row of upright piles, most of which had the appear-

ance of being dressed like square-cut beams, which penetrated deeply below
the log pavement, and appeared to bound it in this direction. Amongst the
relics found here were a pair ,if qo."o., portions of a wooden plate (X'ig. 65),
curious wooden implements (X'igs. 80 and Bl), a wooden hoe lying immedi-
ately above the log pavement, and close beside it some black vegetable sub-

stance like hair, and a few bone and horn implements. At its south-east

corner we just touched the edge of a thick bed of ashes and, bones, which
will be d.escribed, fully by-and-by.

T[e next removed. a broad, slice from the portion left standing to the
west of the fireplace, and in consequence of certain peculiarities in the

arrangement 9f numerous piles and horizontal beams observed. at the north-
west corner (see sketch D), we determined to remove aLtogether the broail
ring now left between the outer trench and the space cleared in the interior.

It would be rather teclious to deseribe the various details of this work
minutely; besides, it is not necessary in ord"er to convey a general idea of
the results obtained. It was a work of many weeks, of great toil ancl labour,

and, of much and. varied- commerrt by outsid,ers. One or two visits to the
Crannog seemed. to satisfy the curiosity of most people. There were,

however, a few gentlemen whose enthusiasm never fagged, amongst whom I
have specially to mention Mr. James Blackwood, who by constant attend-

ance and counsel rend.ered, valuable aid. in the successful accomplishment of
these excavations. It will therefore be more convenient to arrange the



Sketch E.-showing Ilorizontal Beam in its original position.

Sketch F.-Curious Beams lying over Log Pavement.
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further observations f have to make in detailing the progress of the
excavations under the following heads:-

1. Log pavement and its surrounding wooden structures.
2. Ash and bone refuse-bed.

r. Log Pauement and, its surcoundiing wood,en structures.-After clear-
ing the whole space enclosed. by the original cfucular'-trench down to the
level of the log pavement, it was still difficult to make out the general plan
of its structure ancl that of the superstructure erected upon it. In the
centre there was a rectangular space about Bg feet square, having its sides
nearly facing the four cardinal points, and a flooring of thick oak beams
somewhat like railway sleepers (see sketches D, E, and X'). The fireplaces
were nearly in its centre, but a little nearer its northern side. The wooden
pavement was more carefully constructed at the south side than under the
fireplaces; although quite close to the Iatter, on its eastern side, were found.
two beautiful slabs of oak, which were removed, and measured 12 feet by I
foot 6 inches. These beams had a series of round holes extending along the
whole length of one eclge and about 5] inches apart. They appearecl quite
symmetrical, as if formed" by an augur, and" had" a diameter of about 1 inch
and a depth of.2 or 3 inches. Close to the southern side of this rectangular
space there \yere exposed" two very curious beams, 7 f.eet 9 inches apart, and"

lying over a thin layer of clay which intervened between them and the
general log pavement. One was siightly curved, and both had. a raised rim
running along their whole length, ancl each had a horizontal hole through
which the ends of a beam passed" (see sketch X'). Moreover, they had
square-cut holes at right angles to the former, as if intended. for uprights.
The find.ing of a double-bladed pad.dle (n'ig. sa) close to one of these beams
suggested to the men the idea that they were the remains of a large boat,
which, I must say, they very much resembled. Below this clay, and lying
immediately over the log pavement, a long piece of a charred. beam and the
blade-half of an oar were found.

At the south-east and south-west corners of the .r,r'ood.en pavement the
remains of what appeared. to be partitions or walls, running northwards,
were noticed. (see sketches D and n'). These were constructed of short
uprights and long slender beams laid along the line of partition, and inter-
spersed" with a matty substance like bast, together with clay and. earthy
matter. At the south end, the logs forming the pavement were laid
parallel to each other and in groups, some running north and. south and
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others at right angles to these. There v.ere two and sometimes three layers
of logs, each lying transversely over the other. At the ends of the upper
layers there were here and there deepiy penetrating piles slightly pro-
jecting above the flooring, with a horizontal beam stretched between and
tightly jammed, apparently for the purpose of keeping the logs in position.
About 12 or 13 feet from the south sideoa straight row of these piles and
stretchers ran across the log pavement, which at first sight I took to be
the remains of a partition (see Plan of Crannog).

Surrounding the rectangular log pavement, and. just touching its four
corners, we could trace a complete circle of firmly-fixecl upright piles,
arranged in two rows from 2 to 3 feet apart. They were all made of oak,
apparently young trees, ancl projected several feet above the surface of the
pavement, some of which were observed on the grassy surface of the
mound before excavations were commenced. The most important thing,
however, about them was the mode in which they were connected. together
by transverse beams, similar to, but ruder than, those already described. as
found at the north-east corner of the outer trench. Some of these beams
were bevelled at the ends on their upper surfaces, especialiy the outer ends,
and had two holes, one at each end, through which the pointed ends of the
uprights projected. Sketch E shows one in its original position. At its inner
end there were two strong wooden pins in a slanting direction, which
entered" the mortised hole through lateral grooves on its under surface and.
jammed the upright. The ends of these pins diverged. and rested on clay,
stones, and pieces of wood, and were eviclently inserted for the purpose of
supporting it. One transverse beam, observed on the west side not far
from the former, and forming part of the same elevated platform, had.
horizontal holbs, and lay on a solid. mass of wood, stones, and vegetable
matter, which was interposed between it and the rude log pavement (the
rectangular oak pavement dicl not extend so far). Sketch D is a view
taken from about the middie of the bank close to the south side of the log
pavement, and" looking north-west. fn front are seen the remains of a par-
tition, a little farther back the bean just descibed, and turning rouncl at
the far-off corner the beam represented in sketch E. Sketch n' is also
taken from the same point, but with the view looking north-east. In both
these sketches portions of the oak pavement are seen before any of the logs
were disturbed. All the raised beams found in position were from 2$ to J
feet above the log pavement, and were directed towards the centre of the
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Crannog, so that they presented an appearance which remind"eil one of the
spokes of a large wheel. On the north side this arrangement was very well
marked, many of the beams being still arz situ, and, in one place long beams

were found. lying over them. and running along the circumference of the
Crannog, above which were d.istinctly seen remains of a wood-en platform
precisely similar to that already described, at the north-east corner, with
which, indeed-, it was continuous

It is thus more than probable that a circular platform of wood, present-

ing a breastwork some 3 feet high, surrouncled the central log pavement,

except at its southern side, where no traces of the raised. horizontal beams

rvere founcl, and where also the uprights were mostly fonned of thick
boards, suggesting rather the id.ea of a division between the wood.en pave-

ment and the refuse-bed. On the west side the segment left between the side

of the rectangular oak pavement was also covered. with logs of wood, but
much rougher, and made of a softer wood than oak. This rud.er pavement

extend.ed. below the transverse beams, and" merged into a conglomerated

mass of stones, brushwood., and beams.

External to this circle of piles and, platform, at the sides, but more

especially on the south, there were other piles which appeared to form

circles. On the south side indications of two or three such circles were

noticecl, but on the north sid.e we couid. not ascertain their extent, as the

trench was not far enough out to expose them if they did. exist. But this

point, together with several others, we hope to determine by further exca-

vations as soon as the weather permits.

About 25 yards south of the Crannog I observecl a row of stakes in an

open drain running towards the nearest land, and the tops of others in the

grass, rrhich from thbir arrangement suggested the iclea that they were part
of a gangway which fomerly extend"ed between it and the shore. This is
one of those points not examinecl rvhen our operations rvere interrupted by
the severity of the weather.

The principal relics found beyond the inner circular row of piles consist

of portions of a metal saw (Fig. 5), three flint implements (X'igs. 24,25,and
26), anil two bundles of the fringe-like apparatus made of moss, besides

those found in the refuse-bed.

2. Refuse-Bed,.-The refuse-bed lay at the south-east side of the Crannog

(see Plan), just at the corner of the central log pavement, and consisted

chiefly of gritty ash, decayed bones, and vegetable matters. It extended

G
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from the inner circle of stockacles to within a few feet of the outer trench.
Its bread,th would be about 10 or L2 feet, and its length from east to
west nearly double that. fts surface was from 3 to 4 feet below that of
the field, so that its average depth would. not be much short of 3 feet.

Some important relics were founcl here, such as metal instruments and
daggers, two fi.bula, several wooden ves6els, aad a few bone implements.
It is noteworthy that the metal objects were all comparatively near the sur-
face of the mid.den, and also that no boars' tusks or teeth .were found in it
except at its very lowest stratum.

Frc. 5.-Portions of Iron Saw. Scale {.

It was ascertained, through the careful inspection of the Rev. Mr.
Lanilsborough,.that some of the large bones, especiaily leg bones, contained

in their cavities and interstices beautiful green crystals, of which I have here

some fine specimens. According to the analysis of Mr. John Borland,
n'.C.S., X'.R.M.S., they are Vivianite, regarcling which he writes as foilows:-

Viui,ani,ta-L phosphate of iron, of somewhat indefinite composition, arising from the

varying degree of oxidation of its base and state of hydration.

It is founrl in two conditions -Amorphous ancl Crystalline-the former, not uncommon,

the latter rare. The amorphous has been frequently described uncler the name of blue iron
earth; the crystalline was first named, and its relationship to the amorphous pointed out by
Weiner in Hoffman's Mi,neralogie, about the year 1818 or 1820.; the name being given in
compliment to a Mr. Yivian of Cornwall, whose attention rvas first directed to the mineral.

It has also been founcl at Bodenmais in Berne, and in several localities in America.
Bischoff, in his Elemants of Chemi,cal and, Physi,cal Geology, as translated for the

Cavendish Society, vol. ii. page 35, refers to a paper communicated by Yon Carnall to a
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meeting of the Niederrheinschen Gesellschaft at Bonn, on the 3d December 1846, wherein
mention is macle of a remarkable instance of the occurrence of this mineral in the Scharley

calamine mine, Silesia, which it was presumed was originally worked for lead.

At a depth of 8 or 9 fathoms the skeleton of a man was found, and on breaking one of
the bones crystals of vivianite became visible in the interior. A thigh bone, when salvn

through, showecl crystals projecting from the inner surface, and others which were loose.

The length of time the bones had lain there was unknown. Thgworking of the Scharley

rnine began in the thirteenth century, and at the date of'the communication had been dis-

continued for nearly 300 years.

Bischoff, however, advances the suggestion that, as the shaft may have been sunk in
search of calamine anil not for the working of the leail, the age of the.bones would not be

so great as might at first be assumed. An analysis of the few crystals placed at my tlis-

posal, leads to the conclusion that, their constitution may be represented by the formula

3FeO.P'O' + Fe'Ou.P'Ou + 15 aq.

They belong to the monoclinic system of crystallography, and are of greenish-blue colour,

becoming darker graclually on exposure to air.

In several places, when cligging below the level of the log pavement and

thrusting a staff a few feet downwards, gas bubbled up through the water,

which, on applying a lighted match, ignited. with considerable explosion.

This on analysis was found to be carburetted hydrogen or marsh gas,

with a small quantity of carbonic acid. gas.

Aonrrroner, Rnponr.

Before the stuff inside the circular trench was completely cleared away
d"own to the level of the log pavement, our operations had to be abandoned

on account of the severity of the weather. Meantime I drew up the above

repod from a careful journal kept of each day's proceedings and finds, and
at the March meeting communicated. it to the Society of Antiquaries of
Scotland. But, notwithstanding the great variety of relics d.iscovered, and

the important information regard.ing the general structure of the Crannog
which had been ascertained", there were still several points requiring further
elucid.ation. Of these the following four were the chief, which may be

thus succinctly stated :-
F,irstly.-Erom a perusal of the Plan (Plate II.) it will be observed that

at the south side there is at ieast one well-marked circular group of upright
piles external to the one surrounding the log pavement; hence the question

which pressed for solution was-Whether these groups merged into the one

on the north sicle, or whether there was another corresponding to the
former still farther out ?

Second,Iy.-It was obvious that the island. extended consid.erably beyond
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our original circular trench, so that a correct estimate of it could not be

formed from our present data.

Thi,rd,ly.-We had no reliable information regarding the composition of
the island" below the log pavement, as deeper digging could not be carried
on to any extent without a pump, owing to the accumulation of water-
the main drain being nearly on a level with it.

Fourthla.-The supposed, gangway had to be examined.

As none of the above problems could be solved without additional
excavations, it was clear that, in the interests of science, the work should
be resumed. But here occurred a difficulty. As the drainage operations
conducted on the farm of Lochlee had now come to a close, and the work-
men were removed elsewhere, Mr. Turner gave instructions that no further
outlay should" be incurred in the investigation of the Crannog ; and as, more-
over, His Grace the late Duke of Portland, in answer to petitions from the
Town Council and, Philosophical Society of Kilmarnock, had given all the
relics to the Corporation of this town, we felt it incumbent on us to restrict
applications for more fund*'to 

"urry 
on the explorations to the local

authorities who had thus, without any expenditure whatever, become the
o\ryners of a rare and valuable coilection of archreological relics. But the
only result of our representation was a grant of "€10 from the Philosophical
Society; which, however, under the judicious management of Mr. Blackwood,
together with a few private contributions kindly given by Messrs. James
Blackwood, James Craig, Charles Reid, and Thomas Kennedy, enabled us
to bring the work to a tolerably satisfactory conclusion.

Upon resuping operations in the month of April we directed the work-
men to clear away the soil at the north-v'est corner, where it will be

remembered. two mortised beams were exposed, in the original circular
trench. These were then supposed to be part of the well-defined circle
running along the north side, but now, however, they were found. to be
from 8 to 10 feet external to this circle. fTpon careful inspection of the
wooden structures at the north-east corner, we found that the inner termina-
tion of the platform, conterminous with the elaborate mortised beams at
the outer trench, \ras supported by transverse mortised beams similar to
those in the general circle-one of which is figured. in Sketch E. There
could, ind"eed, be hardly any doubt that at this corner tryo circular rows of
uprights with their transverses graduaily merged into one on the north.
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Ifence it became a very feasible supposition that those mortised beams at

the north-west corresponded- with the outer ones at the north-east sid"e,

and. formed part of an outer circle which also merged into the one on the

north. But upon extending excavations so as to expose them completely,

this supposition was not borne out. They were in a slanting position,

about 15 feet apart, and their outer ends on a level with the log pavement.

IfaH-way between them there was another beam 1yi"g in a similar position,

but it contained- no mortised. holes. Their lower or outer extremities were

jammed against a sort of network of logs, some lunning along the circum-

ference and. others slanting rapidly downwards, while their inner ends were

raised about 2 feet and. rested. on a mass of stones and logs of wood.. The

outer hole of the beam, markeil H on the PIan, contained. a portion of an

upright, which had, however, more the appearance of being used as a peg

to keep it down. The other mortised. holes appeared to be of no use what-

ever, so that these beams were intended for, and probably served, a d.ifferent

purpose before being placed in their present position.
It was now evident that the margin of the Crannog was near, as at the

upper or surface portions of the trenches we encountered a layer of fatty
clay, which had und,oubtedly been deposited by the surrounding lake. This

layer gradually got thicker as we aclvaneed" outwards, and the dark

vegetable debris and wood-work, forming the substance of the islancl,

shelvecl downwards underneath it. A foot or two beyond. the outer end of
the beam G, this clay was three feet 6 inches thick. Pursuing our investi-

gations northwards toward.s the point A (see Plan), we came upon a dense

wooden structure fofmed of stakes, logs, planks, and brushwood., woven

together in the most fantastic fashion, which also shelved downwards below

the clay. At the point A, this clay was no less than 6 feet deep. Here

the water oozed up, but there was no doubt, from the above appearances and

the rapidly slanting wood"-work,-some stakes now running d.ownward.s and

outwards at an angle of about Al',-that we had reached the sloping

margin of the island. Imbed.ded in the clay near the point A were found

two pieces of charred stakes, one 3| feet and the other nearly 6 feet d"eep.

About half-way between the margin of the Crannog and the circle of stakes

surouncling the log pavement, and. 5 feet deep, the workmen d.iscovered,

amongst decayed. brushwood and. chips of wood, a beautiful trough cut out

of a single block of wood,. It was quite whole when found, and showed"

very distinctly the markings of the gouge-like instrument by which it was
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fashioned. It was made of soft wood, which, upon drying, quickly crumbled
into dust, but n'ig. 6, engraved from a photograph taken by Mr. Biackwood
soon after its discovery, gives a very good idea of it.

Instead. of pursuing the excavations farther in this direction, our means
being quite inadequate to clear away the soil at a uniform breadth of about
20 feet all round, we resolved to form a qumber of cuttings projecting out-
wards, at suitabie intervals, from the circumference of the space already

n'rc, 6.-'W'ooclen Yessel. Scale $.

cleared. These cuttings (see, Plan, A, B, C, D, and E) varied from 10 to
20 feet in breaclth, ancl extended outwards in each case till we were satisfied,
from the encroachment of the surrounding cla1 that the margin of the
Crannog had been reachecl. On the north and north-east trenches the
wood.-work assumed, a most extraordinarily intricate arrangement. It con-

sisted mostly of young trees and branches of birch, the bark of which was

quite freshJike and distinctly recognisable, mixed with stakes and logs,

some of oak, running in all conceivable directions, ancl constituting a pro-
tective barrier, proof, I should say, against the most violent action of both
wind" and watE. At its inner side, close to the original circular trench, this
peculiar structure, which we called" trestle-n'ork, rvas only about 18 inches

below the surface, but sloped downwards, at first gradually and then rapidly
till it disappeared. uniler the clay. At the north-east corner it extencled

about 20 feet beyoncl the group of mortised beams, so that the latter could

not have been a land"ing-stage, a theory'which was long current amongst

the quidnuncs. Near the outer ed,ge of the cutting at this corner (C), there

was observed, mixed" up with the trestle-work, an oak beam, having two
square mortised holes, which must have been originally adapted for a higher
purpose than the humble function of packing, which it here served. Lying
over the wood-work, and less than two feet below the surface, I picked up
portions of a leather boot or shoe, with fragments of a leather la,ce, crossecl
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diagonally, which had tied it in front; also a small wooden stave like that

of a miik-cog. Deeper, ancl near the outer ed.ge, the workmen found. a much

corrod.ed. d.agger or spear-head. At the south-east colner D, a series of

upright piles with the remains of a transverse was exposed, but the trestling

work had dwinilled" down to mere brushwoocl, with an occasional beam

mixed up with it. Ilere the workmen found. B thin." boarcl made of hard

wooil, resembling a portion of the end.

of a small barrel, with diagonal and"

other markings lightly cut upon it
(see X'ig. 7).

On the south side, external to the
refuse-bed, quite a forest of piles was

encountered, together with the charred remains of a few rnortised. transverses

and some long beams. X'rom a glance at the Plan it will be observed that,

at the cutting E, the outer circle of these uprights curves outwards as if to
meet the line of the supposeil gangrvay. It would have been more satisfac-

tory if a larger portion had been here cleared away, and. the junction of the

gangvray with the Crannog more acdurately determined; but at this particu-

lar spot there rvas such an immense accumulation of rubbish, formerly

wheeled from the interior of the mound, that the labour of removing it was

too great. The superficial layer of fatty clay appeared" here also, and at the

point E measured. 2 feet 3 inches in thickness. The horizontal beams found

at this side, some of which are indicated on the Plan, were from 4 to 5 feet,

deep, and. about the same level some important relics were dug up. Near

the point M were found a bridle bit (X'ig. 109), a bronze dagger-like instru-
ment @'ig. L06), and a four-plied- plaited obiect made of the long stems of a

moss similar to those of which the fringe-like article was manufactured, and

referred- to on a former occasion. It had the tapering appearance of a cue

or pigtail; and" measured 17 inches long and about 2 broad in the middle.

Near it, and. about 5 feet deep, an iron hatchet (n'ig. 8), much corroded, but

still retaining a smail bit of the wooden handle, rvas discoverecl by one of the

rvorkmen. A few feet to the east of this, and" lying across the line of the

gangway, a large oar was exposed. to view. It was quite whole when found,

but, being made of soft woocl, was so fragile that it broke into pieces in the

act of removal. Its extreme length was 9| feet, and the blade measured 3

feet liy 14 inches. The round handie was perforated about its middle by

two small holes a couple of inches apart.

Fro. 7.-Scale |.
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'We made no projecting trench on the south-west side owing to the
proximity of a network of recent drains, which, if disturbed, might injuri
ously interfere with the drainage of the field, but from the general appear-
ance of the wood"-work we were satisfied that this portion was symmetrical
with the rest of the Crannog. The ends of flat beams jutted out at the
bottom of the cutting immediately on thq west side, which clearly indicatecl
a parallelism with the three exposed a little farther north; and towards the
south one or two uprights beionging to the outer series were visible.

X'.rc. 8.-Jron Hatchet. Scale {. Frc, 9,-Iron Knife. Scale !,

.Having now collected the chief facts regarding the log pavement, its
surrounding and" superincumbent structures, and the extent of the Crannog,
we determined to sink a shaft at the lower end of the log pavement-a.e.
about the centre of the Crannog-for the purpose of ascertaining, if possible,
the thickness, composition, and mode of structure of the island itself,
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This shaft was rectangular in form, and large enough to allow three men

to work in it together. After removing the three or four layers of oak

planks which constituted the log pavement, we came upon a thin layer of
brushwood and then large trunks of trees laid in regular beds or layerg
each layer having its logs lying parallel to each other, but transversely and

sometimes obliquely to those of the layer imm.ediately above or below it.
At the west end of the trench, after removing the first and second layers
of the log pavement, we founcl part of a small canoe hollowed out of an
oak trunk. This portion was 5 feet long, 12 inches deep,'and 14 inches

broad at the stern, but widened towarcls the broken end, where its breadth
was 19 inches. This was evidently part of an old. worn-out canoe, thus
economised and" used instead of a prepared log. Much progress in this
kind. of excavation was by no means an easy task, as it was necessary to
keep two men constantly pumping the water which copiously flowed from
all directions into the trench, and. even then there always remained. some
at the bottom. As we advanced. downwards we encountered layer upon
layer of the trunks of trees with the branches closely chopped off, and so

soft that the spade easily cut through them. Birch was the prevailing
kind of wood, but occasionally beams of oak were founcl, with holes at
their extremities, through which pins of oak penetrated into other holes
in the logs beneath. One such pin, some 3 or 4 inches in diameter, lvas
founil to pass through no less than four beams in successive layers, and to
terminate ultimately in a round trunk over 13 inches in diameter. One
of the oak beams was extractecl entire, and measured 8 feet B inches in
length and 10 inches in breadth, and the holes in it were 5 feet apart.
Others were found to have small round projectio:rs, which eviclently fitted
into mortised. holes in acljacent beams.

Down to a depth of about 4 f.eet the logs were rudely split, but belorv
this they appeared. to be round rough trunks, with the bark still adhering
to them. Their average diameter would be from 6 inches to 1 foot, ancl

amongst them were some curiously gnarled, stems occasionally displaying
large knotty protuberances. Of course the wood in the act of digging the
trench was cut up into fragments, and., on being uncovered, its tissues had
a natural and even fresh-like appearance, but in a feiv minutes after
exposure to the air they became as black as ink. Amongst the debris
thrown up from a depth of 6 feet below the log pavement I picked up the
larger portion of a broken hammer-stone or polisher; which, from the worn
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appearance presented by its fractured. edges, must have been used. subse-

quently to its breakage. After a long and" hard day's work we reached a
depth of 7 f.eet 4 inches, but yet there were no indications of approaching
the bottom of this subaqueous fabric. However, towards the close of the
second d.ay's labour, when the probability of total discomfiture in reaching
the bottom was freely talked" of, our nmst enbrgetic foreman announced.,

after cutting through a large flat trunk 14 inches thick, that underneath
this he could find no trace of further wood-work. The substance removed

from below the lowest logs consisted of a few twigs of hazel brushwood,
imbeddecl in a dark, firm, but friable and somewhat peaty soil, which we
concluded to be the silt of the lake deposited before the foundations of
the Crannog were laid. The depth of this solid mass of wood -work,
measuring from the surface of the log pavement, was 9 feet 10 inches, or
about 16 feet from the surface of the fielcl.

Amongst the very last spadefuls pitched from this depth was found
nearl;' one-half of a well-formed and polishecl ring made out of shale, the
external and internal diameters of which were 3f and. 2 inches respectively.

Gangway.-The probabl'e existence of some kind of communication
between the Crannog and. the shore of the lake was suggested at a ver;.
early stage of these investigations by the cliscovery of a few oak piles
in a drain outside the mound, and" to clear up this mystery'was now the
only problem of importance that remained" to be solved. 'We 

commenced

this inquiry by excavating a rectangular space, 30 feet long, 16 feet broad,
and 3 to 4f.eet deep, in the line of direction inclicated by the piles (marked
O on the Plan), and exposecl quite a forest of oak stakes. Other trenches,

markecl P an$ Q respectively, were then made with exactly similar results.
The stakes thus revealed did not at first appear to conform to any syste-
matic arrangement, but by-and-by we detected, in addition to single piles,
small groups of three, four, and five, here and" there at short intervals.
This observation, however, conveyed. little or no meaning, so that we could
form no opinion as to the manner in which they were used. No trace of
mortised. beams was anywhere to be seen. In all the trenches the stuff
dug up was of the same character. X'irst or uppermost there rvas a bed.

of fine clay rather more than 2 feet thick, and then a soft dalk substance

formed of decomposed vegetable matters. The source of the latter was

eviclent from the occuffence in its upper stratum of large quantities of
leaves, some stems, branches, and the roots of stunted trees, apparently ,in
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situ. The tops of the piles in the trench Q were from 2 to 3 feet below

the surface of the field, but they appeared to rise gradually as we receded

from the Crannog, and in the trench next the shore one or two were founcl

on a level with the grass. About 4 feet d.eep the stuff at the bottom of

the trench was so soft that a man couid scarcely stand" on it without sinking

ankle deep. It v'as not nearly so heavy as ord.iBary soil, but more adhesive

ancl of a nutty brown colour, which, on exposure, quickly turned- clark.

Notwithstanding the flabbiness of this material the piles felt quite firm,

and this fact, together with the experience derived from our examination

of the deeper structures of the island, lecl'to the supposition that the

piles would be found to terminate in some more solid. basis than had yet

been made apparent. To remove all doubts on this point, though a long

iron rod. could be easily pushed. downwards without meeting any resistance,

we ord.ered. a large deep shaft to be dug in the line of the piies, and the

cutting Q, being nearest the Crannog, was selectecl for this purpose. This

was accomplished with much difficulty, but we were amply rev'arded by

coming upon an elaborate system of wood-work, which I found no less

difficult to comprehencl than it no\nr is to describe. The first horizontal

beam was reached about 7 fset deep, and for other 3 feet we passed through

a complete network of similar beams, Iying in various directions. Below

this, ,i.e.10 feet from the surface, the rryorkmen could" find no more beams,

and. the lake silt became harder and more friable. We then cleared. a

larger area so as to exhibit the structural allangement of the wood.-work.

The reason of grouping the piles now became apparent. The gloups wele

placed in a somewhat zigzag fashion near the sides of the gangway, and.

from each there radfated a series of horizontal beams, the en<ls of which

crossed each other uhd *e.e kept in position by the uprights. One group

was carefully inspected. The first or lowest beam observed" was right

ac oss, the next lay lengthways and of course at right angles to the former,

then three or four spread" out diagonally, like a fan, and terminated in
other groups at the opposite side of the gangway, and lastly, one again lay

Iengthways. (See Plan and. Sections.) 'Ihus each beam raised. the level

of the general structure the exact height of its thickness, though large

lozenge-shapeil spaces remained in the middle quite clear of any beams.

The general breadth of the portion of this unique structure examined was

about 10 feet (but an isolated pile was noticed farther out), and, its

thickness varied from 3 to 4 feet. A large oak plank, some 10 feet long,
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showing the marks of a sharp cutting instrument by which it was formed,
was found lying on edge at its west side, and beyond the line of piles, but
otherwise no remains of a platform were seen. All the beams and stakes
were made of oak, and so thoroughly bound together that, though not a
single joint, mortise, or pin was discovered, the whole fabric was as firm as
a rock. No relics were found in any of .jbhe exeavations along the line of
this gangway.

Rnr,rcs.

The remains of human industry found during the excavations of the
Lochlee Crannog, calculated to throw light on the civilisation and social
economy of its occupiers, are very abundant. They comprise a large
variety of objects, such as warlike weapons, industrial implementr, uod
personal ornaments, made of stone, bone, horn, .wood., metal, etc. In
the following desciption of them I have adopted, as perhaps the most
convenient, the principle of classification suggested by the materials of
which they are composed..

I. Olincrs MADE op srown.

rraqn/rner-Stones.-L great many water-worn pebbles, of a similar

Fre, 10.-Hammer-Stone. Scale $. Fre. 11.-Ilamme.r-Stone. Scale ].

character to those founcl in the surround.ing glacial drift and river-courses,
which were used. as hammers, or pounders, or rubbers, v'ere d.iscovered in
the d6bris all over the Crannog, but more abundantly in the deeper layers
of a small circular area, round the hearths, corresponding to what I have on
a former occasion designatecl the relic-becl. As typical specimens of such
implements I have collected no less than nineteen. Of these fourteen are
of a somewhat elongated. oval shape, and. were used at one or both ends.
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They vary consiclerably in size, the major diameter of the largest measuring
6 inches, ancl the rest graduating downwards to about the half of this.
Two are flat and circular, and. show friction markings all round; while
other three show signs of having been used on their flat surfaces only.
The one represented in Fig. 10, 'with markings on its flat sides, is
divided into two portions, each of which was pickecl.up separately, about

a yard asund.er, and found to fit exactly. It would. thus appear that it was

I'rc. 12,-Hamner-Stone. Scale ].
Fre. 13.-Hammer-Stoue. Edge

view of the previous imple-
ment. Scale I.

broken while being used on the Crannog, and then pitched aside as useless.

Some are slightly chippecL at one end, others have small finger-like clepres-

sions, as if intend,ed to give the user a better grip (X'igs. 11, 12, 13).

E[eat'ing-Stones anzd, Sli,ng Stone*-L large number of round stones,

varying in size from half an inch to three inches in diameter, some having
their surfaces roughened ancl cracked. as if by fire, but others presenting
no marks whatever, were met rvith. The former might have been used. as

heating-stones for boiling water in wooden vessels,-the only ones found on

the CrannoS,-the latter as sling stones or missiles.

Anuil.-Lhout a foot below the surface and a few feet to the north of
the upper fi"replace, a beautiful qtafiz pebble was found by Mr. Cochran-

Patrick, which has the appearance of being used as an anvil. It is discoidai
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in shape, but a little more round.ed, on its upper surface, and measures 2y
inches in circumference. It is just such an implement as a shoemaker of
the present clay would. gladly pick up for hammering leather (see X'ig. Z).

tharpening-Stones or whetstones-_Four or five whetstones were col-
Iected. from various parts of the island, two of which are here engraved"
(Figs. \4,75). They are mad"e of a hardsmooth claystone, one only being
made of a fine-grained sandstone, and vary in length from 5 to 7 inches.

n're. 14, n'rc.15.
Sharpening-Stones. Scalef.

Fre. 16.-Stone Celt,
Scale $.

'l
Besides th,ese honas lve noticed. a large block of a coarse sandstone, having
one side coveled with deep ruts, supposecl to be caused by the sharpening
of pointed instruments.

Poli,shed, Celt.-Only one polisheil stone celt was found. It is a wedge-
shaped instrument, 5| inches long, and, 2 broacl along its cutting edge,

which bears the evidence of having been well used, and tapers gently
towards the other end, which is round and blunt. It is made of a hard
mottled greenstone (Fig. tA).

Circular 9tone.-Eig. 17 represents a peculiar circular implement
manufactured out of a bit of hard trap rock. It presents two flat surfaces,

3 inches in diameter, with a round periphery, and is 1$ inch thick.
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Querns.-Five upper, and portions of several lower, quern-stones were

disinterred at different perioils cluring these excavations, all of which, how-

ever-with the exception of the pair found over the log pavement, and an.

n're. 17.-Circular Stone. Scale ],

upper stone observed towards ihe west margin of the

which I could find" no definite information, as it was stolen

Crannog, but of
soon afterwards,

Fro, 18.-Upper Quern-Stone. Scale {. Fre. l9.-Upper Quern-Stone. Scale {.

-were 
imbedd.ecl in the debris not far from the site of the fireplaces, and

superficial to the ievel of the midclle or first discovered pavement. Some

are made of granitg, while others appear to be

made of schist or hartl whinstone. Besides the

central cup-shapecl hole, which, of coutse, all the

upper ones possess, one has a second. hole slanting

slightty inwards, another has a similar hole but
only half-way through, while a third has no

second. hole at all, and a fourth shows a horizontal

depression at its side. The one without a second.

hole on its surface is nearly circular, but the others

are ail more oI less elongated. Their largest d,iameters vary from 13 to
14 inches. One is broken into three" portions, which, though dug up

separately, fit exactly. ft measures 14 inches by 11, ancl the central hole

Fre. 20.-Lower Quern-Stone.
Scale {.
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is wide, being no less than 5 inches across. n'rom the upper eclge of this
hopper-like cavity the stone slopes gently ail round to the circumference
of its under surface, and the second hole completely perforates it.

cup-tnarked' stones.-Two portions of red. sandstone, having cup-shaped
cavities about 1 inch deep and B inches diameter, were found amongst the

Frc. 21,-Cup Stone. Scale $. Frc. 22.-Cup Stone. Scale |, Frc, Scale !.

debris. one of them was lying underneath a horizontal raised beam at the
north side of the crannog. The position of the other .was not determined.
The iatter has two circular depressions or grooves round the cup, the outer
of which is about 9 inches in diameter (n'igs. zL and,22'1.

0ther Stone Rel'ics.-Besides the above there are a few other articies of
stone bearing the evidence of design, v'hich I must just allude to.

1. A large stone having a deep groove all round about it, as if intencled"
for a rope. The larger portion of this groove was caused by atmospheric
agencies, and only one side could be positively stated to have been artidcially
formed.

2. A thin oval-shaped disc of a light black substance like shale, measuring
3 inches by 2 inches.

3. Portion'of a polished stone 2 inches long, having a narrow groove
surrounding one end, and through which it appears to have been broken
(Fig. zs).

Flint Implernents.*only three flint objects have been discovered. on '
the Crannog.

1. A beautifully chipped horseshoe-shaped scraper, found at north-east
corner, on a level with the raised wooden platform. It is mad.e of a whitish
flint, and measures 1 inch in length by f* in breadth (F,ig. Za).

2. A' large knife-flake, B inches long and r{ broad, which appears to
ha'e been much used. at the edges and point. It is also made of a whitish
flint, and presents three smooth surfaces above and one below (Fig. 2r).

W
23. 

-Stone,
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3. The end. portion of another flake, made of a dark flint (Fig. 26).

Frc. 24.-Flint Scaper. Scale {.

n'rs. 26.-Posterior of n'lint n'lake. Scale f. n're. 25.-Flint Flake. Scale ].

Spind,Ie Whorls.-Three small circular objects, supposed to be spinclle

Fte. 27.-Clay Spinclle
Whorl Scale {.

Frc. 28.-Clay Spinclle lYhorl.
Scale {.

Fre. 29.-Stone.
Scale ,f.

whorls, are here classed together. Two are made of clay, and. were found
in the relic-bed near the fireplaces. The smaller of the two is 1{ inch in
diameter and has a small round hole in the centre; the other has a

diameter of 1* inch, but is only partialiy perforated, just sufficient to
indicate that the act of perforation had been commenced but not compietecl

(Figs. 27 and.28). The third object is a smooth, flat, circuiar bit of stone,
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an inch thick, and is perforated in the centre

II. Osrncrs or BoNE.

Upwards of twenty implements made of bone have been added. to the
general collection, all.of whieh were found either in the
relic-bed" or refuse-heap. The following are the most
interesting:-

1. Two Chisels or Spatulre. One (Fig. SO) is made
of a split portion of a shank bone, and. measures 5|
inches long and rather less than $ an inch broad. It
is very hard., flat, and. smoothly ground at one end, and
has a sharp rounded edge, which extend.s farther on
the left sid.e, thus indicating that it was adapted for
being used by the right hand. The other (n'ig. 81) is
a small leg bone obliquely cut so as to present a

smooth polished surface. Its length is 4 inches and
diameter $ inch.

2. Five small objects presenting cut and polished
surfaces, three of which are sharp and pointed (n'igs.

32, 35, 36); one (FiS. 33) appearc to have been

notched at the end and. there broken off; and the last (n'ig. aa) presenting
well-cut facets, is fashioned into a neat little wedge.

n'ra, 32. n're. 34. n're. 35. Fre. 36.
Bone Implements. Scale !.

3. Fig. 37 represents a tiny little spoon only f of an inch in d.iameter,

and worn into a hole in its centre. The handle portion is round and
straight, and proportionaliy small, being only two inches long and about
the diameter of a crow-quill. n'ig. 38 shows another portion of bone some-

what spoon-shaped.

1$ inch in diameter and. $
Iike a large bead (X'ig. Z0).

Frc. 30. X're. 31.
Bone Chisels. Scale 

"r.

ffi
n're. 33.

ffi
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a. n'ig. 39 is a drawing of a neatly formed need"le-like instrument. It

W
Fre, 39.-Bone. Scale $,

Y
n'ro. 37.-Bone. Scale $.

W
n're. 38,-Bone. Scale {.

is flat on both sicles, finely polished, and grad"ually tapering into points at
its extremities. The eye is near its midd.le, being 2 inches from one end

Fro. 4O.-Bone. Fre. 41.-Bone. Trc. 42. n're. 43. Fre. 44. Fre. 45.-Bone.
Scale ]. Scale $. Bone Implements. Scale ]. Scale {.

and 1$ inch from the other, and large enough for strong twine to pass

through it.
5. Two curious implements, smoothly polished and forked at one end,

one of which is represented in Fig. 40. They are both about 5$ inches

long, ancl precisely similar to each other in every respect.
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6. n'ig.41 is a drawing of a portion of bone artifically mad.e into a

sharp-pointed instrument. Several similar objects were met with, but as

they showed no distinct workmanship I have not preserved. them.

7. A great many small ribs, about 6 or 7 inches in length, and portions
of others, were found- to have the marks of a sharp cutting instrument by
which they were pointed and, smoothed. along their edges, the use of which
can only be conjectured. Figs. 42 to 44 are drawings of some of them.
Fig. 45 shows a larger rib-bone, highly polished all over and notched"

round one end.

8. Lastly, there are several portions of round bones which appeared" to
have been used as handles for knives or such like instruments.

3. On,rncrs on Dpnn's Honn.

Out of about forty portions of horn, chiefly of the red d.eer, bearing

Fro. 46.-Horn. Scale |. n're. 47. Scale ].

evidence of human workmanship, I have selecteil for illustration sixteen of
the most characteristic specimens. Two hammers or clubs, formed. from
the lower portions of the beam antlers of stags by cutting or sawing off
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their branches. One (n'ig. a6) is 11 inches long and has about 3 inches

of the brow branch of the horn projecting from it, round the root of which

there is a groove as if intendeil for a string. The markings on the back

portion ind"icate very distinctly that it was used for hammering some

hard substance. Fig. a7 is a still more formidable weapon, being 14

inches long and 9 inches in circumference nea& the burr. Portion of the

Iatter is worn completeiy away by use. X'ig. 48 is the root portion of a

Frc. 48.-Horn. Scale $. Frc. 49,-Horn. Scale |.

large antler, having one surface mad.e smooth, and containing two circular

depressions and a few deeply penetrating marks as if made by a sharp

Fre. 50.-Ilorn.
Scale {.

Fre. 51.-Ilorn.
Scale $'

Fre, 52.-Horn,
Scale {.

Fig. 53.-Horn.
Scale !.

instrument. Fig. 49 is portion of a horn with a groove round. one end'.

Figs. 50, 5L, 52, represent split portions of horn sharpened at the point likc

d,aggers. X'igs. 53, 54,55, are three pointed. portions or tynes, two of which

were probably used as spear-hea,cls, and contain small holes at the cut encls
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by which they were fastened on handles. Fig. 56 represents portion of
horn (roe) cut at both ends with a hole near its centre, which, however, does

not pass through; while n'ig. 57 shows another small pointetl and curved,

portion, with a ho1e, about 1 inch from the end, passing completely through

ffi
54. -Ilorn.

M
55.-Hornn're.

Scale *.

it. n'ig. 58 was evidently used as a hook, as the stem portion is smoothly

bored and made suitable for rzl handle. Fig. 59 is a small portion made

ffi
Fre. 59.-Ilorn.

Scale !.

ffi
n'rc. 60.-Ilorn. Scale |.

into a ring. The last object figurecl under this head is a bodkin B inches

long, finely polished all over, and pointeil at the tip as if with a sharp

knife. The other end., which is large and circular, is pierced by a round.

hole, by means of which it might have been strung to one's pemon (X'ig. 0t).

Fre.

ffiffi
56.-Ilorn. n're.57.-Horn.

Fre. 58.-Ilorn, Scale {. Fre. 61.--Horn, Scale .r.
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The portions of horns not figured consist of clubs, pointed. tynes, short
thick pieces, etc., all of which show the marks of tools upon them.

Besides the above there are a great
many fragments of horns, some of which,
as mentioned by Professor Rolleston in
his report on the fauna, might have been

used as implements. One of the fragments

labeilecl by this gentleman as being part of
the horn of a reindeer, is a short flat tyne, antl bears the evid.ence of
having been sawn off. It is 6 inches long and 2 broail at the base.

4. Onrncrs oF WooD.

A large assortment of wooden implements was found. chiefly in the
refuse-heap, and in the portion of debris corresponding to the area of the
log pavement. Owing to the softness of the wood ancl the large amount

of moisture contained. in its fibres, most of these relics have already shrunk
to less than half their original bul\ and become so changed, though they
were kept in a solution of alum for several weeks, that I am doubtful of
being able to preserrre them at all. Seeing the rapid decay they were

undergoing, I got full-sized pencil-drawings taken of them, from which
the accompanying illustrations have been engraved. They consist of
bowls, plates, ladles, a mall,et, a hoe, clubs, pins, etc., together with many
objects entirely new to me, but which apparently had been used for culinary
or agricultural purposes.

1. T/esselg-Fig. 63. Portions of a circular bowl, diameter 7$ inches,

n'rs. 62.-Portion of llorn Hantlle founil
along with Iron Knife. Scale {.

@
Frc. 63.-Scale 

"r.
n'rc. 64.-Scale $. Fra. 65.-Scale t. Fte. 66.-Scale |.

depth (inside) 3 inches, thickness { inch at edges and } inch at bottom;
bottom flattened, 3 inches diameter (outside). Other fragments of vessels

similar to the above were found.

Fig. 64. Flat clish, Iike scallop shell, with a ring handle, length 7

inches, breadth 6 inches, thickness varies from $ inch to a thin edge. Quite
whole when disinterrecl from refuse-heap.
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X'ig. 65. Portions of a plate, diameter nearly 10 inches, thickness $
of an inch, depth barely I inch ; a well-formed beacl ran round the rirn.

Fig. 66. Ladle. Bowl nearly complete, length 10 inches, breadth 8

inches, depth (insicle) 3.} inches, thickness 1 to $ inch ; portion of handle
still remaining.

Fig. 6. Trough, 11$ inches long, .6 brohd, and. 2$ deep (inside).
Projecting ears 3f inches long. Thickness of si<les varied from ;} to t
inch. Had three rectangular holes in bottom, of which the centre one rras
larger, measuring 1 by lf inch.

A11 the above vessels were rnade of soft woocl, with the exception of the
portions of bowls, which were of oak.

2. Clubs, pins, etc.; all of which were ntad,e of oak.-Fig. 67. Club,

Fre. 67. Fre, 69.

Scale $.

Frc. 70.

2 feet long, 3 inches broad, and 1$ thick ; circumference of handle 3{
inches.

n'ig. 68. Club, ta$ inches long and greatest breadth 2f.
X'ig. 69. Sword-like implement, 20 inches long and 2$ broad ; sharp

at point and. edges.

Fig. 70. Implement with round hanclle and" thin blade, containing
teeth at one eclge, length 15 inches and breadth 1f.

Fig. 71. Knife-shaped instrument, blade 10 inches long by I broad.

W
X'rc. 68. X're. 71. I'rc.72.
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Fig. 72. Round polished stick with charred end.

n'igs. 73 to 77 represent the various kinds of pins which were abundantiy
met with all over the Crannog.

Fig. 77 is 14 inches long, 2 broad, and 1$ thick; the hole in it
measures t* by fr inch.

3. Aqri,cultural fnopletnents, e(c.-Fig. 78. Mallet, head of which

10 inches long and 16 in circumference, handle is 9 inches long and.

in circumference.

Fig. 79. Scraper or hoe, 10 inches long and 4 broad ; was cut out of
a trunk of a tree, and- had" natural branch formed. into a handle.

X'ig. 80. Implement like boot or ploughshare, 10 inches long and 12

round the middle.
n'ig. S1. Polisheil implement, 9 inches long, 5f broad, and. z thick

(through the hole). The lower surface is flatter than the upper, and.

slightly curved upward.s longitudinally.
K

bD

ffi
Frc.77

WW
n'rc. 75. Fre, 76.
Scale $.

ffi
n'rc. 74.

W
Fre. 7
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Frc. 78. Seale 6.

Fre. 79.-Scale |. Fre. 80.-Scale l.
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n'ig. 82. Ilorseshoe-shaped implement, 2 inches thick and 2 deep at
curve: greatest breadth 4$ inches from the tips of the horns; depth of
hollow 3{ inches.

n'ig. 83. Portion of a circular implement, about B inches in cliameter,

and. having a rounil ho]e in centre and ten small holes along the margin

(if the circle we e completed at same rate there would be fifteen holes in
the series). The centre hole was 1f inch in diameter, and had a tightly-
fitting plug when found. The other holes were narrower in the middle,

and large enough to admit of a common lead pencil to pass through. They

also slanted. slightly inwards, so that their axes, if prolonged, would meet

at a common point about 6 inches from the centre ho1e, in the line of its
axis. 

\

X'ig. 84. Circular wheel, with hole in its centre anc[ pointed. teeth at

circumference; diameter 3| inches, ditto of hole f inch, thickness $ an inch.
X'ig. 85. Smooth piece of wood, 25

inches by 15, with square hole at top
and" two round. ones at sid"es. Several

other portions of'boards, containing curi-

Fro. 85.
Scale

W
Fre. 82.

Scale $'

@
Frc. 83.

@
Fre. 84.

=e 
ous shapecr hoies, were ibuncr.

,ffi x'ig. 86. piece of wood rike the back

nre.86. of seat in a canoe, 28 inches long by g

$ inch to lbot. broad. It has a raised, bead- round the
margm.

Fig. 1 shows one of the mortised. beams with portion of its upright,

taken from the outer trench at north-east corner.

Many other pieces of wood" have been collected" illustrating various points

of interest. One has a square hole showing marks of a gouge; another

has a similar hole, but indicates that it was cut out by a straight-edged

implement like a small hatchet; while a third", being part of the round.

tenon of a preparecl beam splintered" off, eontains a number of small holes

with wooden pins, showing how it had been mended.

Fre. 81,
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4. Canoes, Padd,les, etc.-Lt the commencement of our explorations, as

alread.y mentionecl, a canoe, hollowecl out of a single oak trunk, was found-

about 100 yards north of the Crannog. Its depth in the moss was well

ascertained, owing to the fact that, though lying at the bottom of one of

the original drains, it presentecl no obstruction to the flow of water, and

consequently was then unclisturbed. During She reeent drainage all the

drains were made a foot deeper, and. hence its discovery. It measures 10

n're. 87.-Outline of Canoe. Scale $ inch to foot'

feet long, 2 feet 6 inches broad. (inside), and 1 foot 9 inches ileep. The

bottom is flat and. 4 inches thick, but its sides are thin and" rise up abruptly.

There are t holes in its bottom, arrpnged. in two rows, and about 15 inches

apart, with the od,cl one at the apex. These holes are perfectly round, and

exactly one inch in diameter, and when the canoe was disinterred they

were quite invisible, being all tightly plugged (X'ig. S7).

The oak paddle here figurecl beside the canoe was found on the Crannog.

It is double-blad.ed, 4f.eet 8 inches long and 5| inches broad (Fig. SB).

Fra. 88.-Oak Paddle. Scale ] inch to foot.

A iarge oar, together with the blade portion of another, was found in

the Crannog, which has already been descibed- (see page aT).

When the original drainage was carriecl out some forty yearc ago, I
und.erstand. that two canoes, each of which was about L2 f.eet long, were

found in the bed of the lake on the south-west side of the crannog.

4. On,rncrs oF METAL.

(a) Arti,ctesntade of Irott.-7. A gouge, 8 inches long! stem lf in
circumference, slightly fluted. before and. behind ; length of cutting edge f
of an inch ; hand.le portion contained. beautiful green crystals of vivianite

(Fig. s0).
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2. A chisef length 10 inches; handle portion 3$ inches long i contains
crystals and small remnant of bone handle; below handle there is a thick
rim of iron ; cutting edge measures only $ an inch, and slopes equally on
both sides. Top shows evidence of being hammered (n'ig. SO).

Gouge. Fre. 90.-Iron Chisel. Fre. 91. -Iron Knife. tr're, 92.
Scale ;[.

3. Two knives. One (X'ig. 91) has a blade 6 inches long, and a pointed
portion for being inserted into a handle ; found on a level with, and close
to, the lowest hearth, along with fragments of its handle made of stag's
horn. The other (X'ig. 9), found. by a farmer in the debris long after it
was thrown out of the trenches, was hafted on a different plan from the
former, the end" portion being broad and, riveted to its hanclle by four iron
rivets which slill remain. The blad"e is 6 inches iong and much worn,
being only f to I inch in breadth, and the handle portion is B$ inches
long. Its position in the Crannog is therefore uncertain.

4. A small punch, 2$ inches long (locality uncertain) (Fig. OZ).

5. A bulky nail, some 4 inches long and $ an inch in diameter, with
large head"; almost entirely converted into rust (locality uncertain).

6. A round pointed instrument, 11 inches long and 1f inch in circumfer-
ence; its end portion is square, with sharp tip, as if adapted for insertion
into a hand.le.

7. An awl, 4 inches long.
8. Two spear-heads, 13 and 9$ inches long, with sockets for wooden

handles, portions of which still remain in both sockets. The larger of the

$
Fra. 89,-Iror

&
-Iron Punch.
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ffio (n'ig. 93) is prominently ribbed along its centre, ancl has a small

copper rivet passing through the end of its socket. The other has only
a very faint ridge along the centre of the blad.e (Fig. Sa).i

i,,I

I

I

T'rc. 93. I're. 94. tr're. 95. Frc.. 96.

Iron-Weapons. Scale {.
Fro. 97. tr're.98.

9. n'ive daggers. One (Fig. 95) has portion of a bone handle sunounded

by a brass ferrule, and about an inch in front of this the remains of a

guard are seen at the hilt of the blaile; length of handle 3fr inches, and,

circumference of fenule 2] inches ; the portion of the blade remaining is 6

inches long and. rather more than an inch broad. Another, much corroded,

has fragments of a wooden handle attachecl to it (X'ig. OO). Fig. 97

represents a short pointed d"agger, the blade of which is only
4f inches long, though at the hilt it is lf inch broad. The

others are mere portions of the blades, one of which is d.rawn

at tr'ig. 98.

10. A large ring. It is 3] inches in d.iameter, and" has a
small portion of wood attached to one side (X'ig. 99). n're' ee'-Iron'

11. A saw, in three pieces, t\Mo of which were joined. scale;['

when found, and the third was lying a few feet apart. The length of
the three portions together is 38 inches; average breadth is about 3

inches ; teeth perfectly distinct and set. A small hole is seen at the end
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of one of the fragments. This relic was found at east side, external to
the circle of stockades surrounding the log pavement (n'ig. 5).

12. Fig. 8 (p. a8) represents portion of a much corroded hatchet, about 6

inches long and 2 broad immediately below socket, but gets wider towards

Fre. 100,-Iron, Scale |.

the cutting edge. Thickness through centre of socket is 1$ inch. The back
of socket was round, and had no projecting portion. Total weight 72+
ounces. It had a small bit of the wooden handle in the socket when found.

13. A curved portion of iron, like part of a d.oor staple, found amongst
debris, trut locality undetermined.

14. A curious 3-pronged implement (n'ig. tOO) was found, about 3 feet
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deep, in the large drain a few yards to the south of Crannog; the pmngs

are curved, verl sharp at the points, and attachecl laterally; they ate 2$

inches apart and 4 inches long ; a portion of the handle is twisted spirally,

its total length is 3 feet 9 inches.

15. A much corrod"ed. pick-axe was found about the midd.le of the lake

area. The end of the axe portion is nearly 5 inches.broad, ancl the whole

length of the implement is 22 inches'

(b.) Arti,oles rnad,e of Bronze or Brass.-l. Two fibulm, represented full

Fre. l0l.-Iibula. Full size.

size in X'igs. 101 and 102, found about the centre of the refuse-heap. X'igs.

103 and L04 represent side ancl back views of a third fibula, much

n'rc. 102.-Fibula,

more elaborately oriamented-, which was

when closing up the trenches.

FuIl size.

subsequently found in the debris

Fro. 103.-Fibula.

2. A,hronze ring pin, 6 inches long.

FuIl size.

The square-shaped portion at the
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top has a different device on each sicle, and the shank
the point is ornamented on both sides (Fig. 105).1

from its middle to

ANNNN\SNSNKSS R

C N\N\SNTNNNSD

['ro. 104. Backview of
tr'ibula, n'ig. 103.

Frc.105, Bronze Ring
Pin. Scale |.

Fro. 106.-Bronze Implement rvith
transverse sections. Scale ].

3. A bronze spatula or dagger-shaped instrument. It is very well
I Colonel Gould I{eston, tr'.S.A., has pointeil recent article by the Bishop of Limerick (see

out that one of these clevices is a fylfot (croix Proceed. of Royal' Irish Acad., vol. xxvii. part

gammde or swastika), an ancient syrnbol which 3). The following extract from a paper, by

in moclern times has callecl forth a considerable M. Oscar Montelius, on the Sculptured. Iiocks of

amount of speculative writing. Its occurreqce Sweden, is of interest as bearing on this

on four Irish monumental stones of the early point :-
Christian period has been the occasion of a "Lafregluenced,el,aroueouducercle crucifbre
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preserved, and although shaped like a dagger, the edges are not sharp. Its
length is about 1lf inches and. breadth 1$ inch (Fig. t0A).

4. Portion of strong wire, 4 inches long, showing evidence of having
been in the fire.

5. Thin spiral finger ring (Fig. 107).

6. X'ig. 108 represents .a curious bronze object about 3g inches long;

diameter of ring portion is I inch; the transverse bar at the other encl is slit
longitudinaily and piercecl transversely by a small hole about its centre.

7. Curved ancl slightly grooved bronze wire, 2f inches long, and pre-

cisely similar to the upper portion of a modern safety-pin.

(c.) Article ntade of lron and, Bronze.-A, briclle bit. This consists of

two large rings ancl 4 centre-piece. Its extreme length is 10$ inches, the
outer diameter of the rings is rather less than 3 inches, and. the centre-piece,

which is entirely mad.e of iron, is 3f inches long. The rings are partly iron

(Fig. f t) et L'absence toto,Ie de la uuin gammie

(Fig. 12). Toutes d.eux sont, sans cloute, cles

ffimt
Frc. 11. Frc,12.

symboles religieux. La premibre (Fig. Ii) qui
se trouve trbs-souvent sur les monuments de
I'dge clu bronze, est presque totalement inconue

pendant l'Age du fer. La croix gamm6e (Fig.
I2), au contraire, est trbs-frequdnte penclant ce

derrrier A,ge ; je ne l'ai jamais vue sur les rochers
sculptds dont nous parlons h, present!'-Com,pte-
Rend,u, Congres Inter, cl'Arrthrop. et d'Arch.
Prehistorique, 7me Session, 1874. Torn. i. pp.
459, 460.

See also Dn Schliemann's works on the
excavations at Troy ancl Mycenre, where both

:::::"j#:"- 
are rererred to as or rrequent

tr're. 107. -!'rc. 108. Scale {,

Fte. 109.-Bridle Bit.
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and partly bronze, the circular portion being iron and the rest bronze. The

bronze portion is 2.| inches iong, and has two eyes or loops, one of which is
attached" to the centre.piece and. the other free. This interesting relic was

turned" up by two visitors poking with a stick at the south-east corner of
the refuse-heap (Fig. 109).

A round, knob of lead, as if intended for the hilt of a hand weapon, was

founil very near the surface of the mound.

X're. 110,-Actual Size.
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6. Mrscnr,r,ANnous Os.rncrs.

I. Cartsed, Wood,.-Perhaps the most interesting of all the relics dis-

covered. on the Crannog is a small piece of ash wood, about 5 inches square,

. Frc. lll,-Actual Size.

having curious cliagrams carved on both sides. On one side (Fig. 110),

three equidistant spiral grooyes, 'with corresponding ridges between, start
from near a common centre ancl radiate outwards till they join, at uniform
distances, a common circle which surrounds the diagram. On the other
side (X'ig. 111) is a similar diagram, with this difference, that between the
points of commencement of the spiral grooves there is a space left which
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is occupied. by a small circular groove surrounding the central d.epression or

point. This figure is surmounted and overlapped by two convoluted and

symmetrical grooves meeting each other in an elevated. arch, with a small
d"epression in its centre. The relic was found on the west side of the

Crannog, about 4 feeb d.eep, and near the line of the horizontal raised, beams.

2. Fritzge-like Objects.-Another objegt whioh has excited considerable

curiosity is an apparatus made like a fringe by simply plaiting together at

Fre. 112.-.{ Size. Made fron stems of a
moss (potytri,chwnt commtune), 

Fre' 113'-Full size'

J
one errd the lofig stems of a kind of moss (n'ig. 112). Portions of similar
articles were found in three different parts of the Crannog, and all deepiy

buried. The one figured, here, and the most neatly formed, was found in
the relic-bed; another about a couple of yards north of the fireplace, and

others at the south-west sicle, a little external to the area of the log pave-

ment. In this latter place a large quantity was found, but, although the
evidence of having been plaited" at one end was quite clistinct, the stems

of the moss were not prepared. with the same care as in the one figured

uboo", as the leaflets were still adhering to them. The cue or pigtail
described at page 47 seems to have been formed of the same material
as these so-called girdles or fringes.

Fre. 113.-Full Size.
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3. Leatlter Objects.-Fig. 113 is the representation of a fragment of

a curious object, consisting of two portions of thick leather kept together

by stout square-cut copper nails. These nails are broad-er a,t one end. than

the other, and pass completely through the layers of leather, after which

they appear to be slightly riveted. The relic, as it stands, contains six

nails, arranged. in two tows, three in each row, a7tc1 measures 2! by 2 inches,

but the marks of additional nails are seen all rouncl. Several portions of
leather were collectecl from time to time. On the occasion of Mr. Joseph

And.erson's visit to Lochlee he found a shoe in the stuff just throrvn out of

the bottom of the outer trench at the south side of the Crannog. Other

portions were picked- up on the surface of the trestle-work, showing marks

of having been neatly sewn. Also two stout thongs, one with a slit at the

end through which the other thong passed, and then formed a knot, together

with a portion of coarse leather about the size of the palm of my hand, were

found" near the iunction of the gangway with the Crannog.

4. Beads.-Two fragments of giass beads, one fluted, the other smooth,

and" shaped. like dumbelis (n'igs. 114 ancl 115).

@ffi
Trc. 114.-Scale {. Glass. Frc, 115.-Scale {. Glass. I'rc. 116.-Scale }. Rone.

5. Ri,ngs.-A smali bone (?) ring f; inch in diameter, ancl portion of
another similar to the former, but a little larger.

6. Pottery.-(1.),.The bottom of a jar macle of reddish pottery, saiil to
be Samian ware, was found- in a drain close to the Crannog. Its diameter

is 3$ inches. (2) n'ive small portions of a whitish unglazed ware, with
circular strire, as if made on the wheel, have been picked up in the d.ebris

after it had been wheeled, out and" lain exposed. to the weather for some

time, but the original situation of a single bit has not been cletermined.

These fragments might all belong to the same vessel, and, two of them,

though found- at different parts and at different times, fit each other
exactly. (3.) Another fragment of unglazecl pottery, much coarser and
ruder than the above, rvas subsequently found- in the clebris.

7. Lignite, Jet, etc.-(I) A small bit of a black substance like a jet
button. (2.) Two portions of armlets made of lignite or jet, each about 2
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inches long, were found- near the wooden platform at the north-east corner.

One is a little thicker and coarser than the other, and forms part of
a circle which, if completed, would meailile exactly 3 inches across
(internal diameter). The other is polished and of a jet black colour,
internal diameter 2fr inches. A thfud fragment of a similar ornament was
found in the debris when closing up the Qrannog. It is more slender, and
has a smaller diameter than either of the others. The portion of ring
made of shale found at the bottom of the d.eep shaft below the log pave-
ment is smaller than either of these, its internal diameter being only 2
inches, and its external 3{ (Figs. 117 and 118).

Portions of Jet Armlets. Scale {.

8. Tusks.-The large number of boars' tusks met with, quite uncon-
nected, with the bones of the animal, especially in the relic-bed. around
the fireplaces, suggests the idea that they may have been used as imple-
ments. One only, however, was found to have decided marks of having

Fro. 119,-Scale ].

been formed into a tool. rt is B$ inches long, and very sharply pointed
(n'ig. 119).

9. Pigntents.-several soft lumps of what appeared to be a blue and a
red. pigment were found, but they were not subjected to analysis. A
specimen of the latter, which has been kept in a bottle, is now turning
blue like the former.

10. rnsect Cases.-Large quantities of the horny coverings of insects
like beetles were found in patches here and there, together with one or two
brilliant-col oured. ely tr a.

LL. shell.-one solitary shell was found near the fireplace, which I
believe to he L'ittorina littorea'

w
Fre. 118.Fra. 117.
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Tsn n'euNA oF Tr{E Cnaxwoc.

The following is the Report of Professot Rolleston, M.D., n'.R.S., n'.S.A.,

on the n'auna of the Crannog :-
Among the bones submitted to me by Robert Munto, M.D., Kilmarnock,

and reported as having been procured from €, crannog at Lochlee, the

following animals have their skeletons represented:-
The Ox, Bos longi"frons ; no proof of the presence of the wild variety.

The Pig, Sus scrqfa, variety d,omest'ica. I am not clear that the wild"

variety is represented, here any more than in the specimens of the pre-

ceding species. (One fragment might have belonged to a wild, individual,

the molar No. 3 in it having all the pinnacles and eminences which have

given to the teeth of the Suida, as to the whole division of non-ruminant

Artioilactyles, the name Bunodont, worn away, and Laving its grincling

surface consequently red.uced. to one single, however sinuous, continent of'

d,entine boundecl by enamel.) As is well known,r the bones of an ill-
tend"ecL ancl ill-fed- self-providing, sp-called d.omestic pig, come to be very

like the bones of a thoroughly wild pig; whilst, on the other hand, it is

also well.known that very great variatiqns exist as to size within the limits
even of the wild- varieties of ,Szs scrofa. But in the series now before

me there is only one fragment, consisting of the part of the lower jaw

li'hich carries the last molar, and a part of the ascending ramus, anil of that
last molar itself, which could, f think, by any possibility be referred to

the wild variety. And even here such a reference coulcl only be justified

on the ground. of the great degradation which the cusps of the tooth have

suffered, it being usually the case that domestic pigs are not allowed" to
live sufficiently long to get their teeth so worn down. I have however

to say that, both from this country and from India, skulls of undoubtedly
domestic animals of this species have come into my hands, in which the

teeth are worn d.own far belorv the limits to which the molars of pigs are

allowed. to be worn down by modern mod.el-farm managers.

The texture of the bone furnishes us with no indications, its gloss ancl

tenacity, if such it ever possessed, having been entirely removed by its
long maceration in water.

r 
See Nathusiu s, Schtweineschdd,el,, 1864,p. 147 ; 1875 ; Stiitter , Zurich,, Mi,ttheilung* Pfah'lbauten,

Riitimeyer, Basel Gesel,l,. Naturforscher, 1864, p. 1876, xix. 3, p. 67.

161; Naurnann, Arcluia fiir Anthrop. viii. p. 23r

79
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It is however worth mentioning that this fragment from a Scottish
Crannog exactly reproduces the contour of a fragment from the Starnberger
See. (See Memoir on this " find " in the Archia fti,r Anthrogtolog,ie, vili.
7875.) In both the angle of the jaw has been knocked away, for the sake,

doubtless, of the soft and succulent, and I may ad.d. sensitive, substances it
protected during life, ancl in both the posterior m.olar has been Ieft in situ,
though much worn down. The posterior molar, however, of the foreign
specimen has that superior development of its third molar, which, if
Nathusius (Schweineschridel, p. 49) had. not taught us better, might
have been referred. to domestication instead of to better food. or sexual
(male) character. I owe this specimen to the kindness of J. E. Lee, Esq.,
X'.G.S., and though I hesitate in the case of the Scottish specimen, I have
no hesitation in referring this one to the wild, variety, as ind.eed. it is
referred under the title Sus scrofaferom on the label it carried when it came

into my hands.

The specimens of pigs' bones anil of pigs' teeth are numerous, but none
other either of the bones or of the teeth are of the size, strength, or propor-
tions which rn ould have enabled their owners to hold their own as wild
animals in a country in rvhich the wolf may still have existed.l

The Sheep, old. clun-faced breed, Ouis aries, variety brachyura. One
nearly perfect skull of a sheep of the variety which is known as brac,h,yura,2
from having a short tail, but which also has the horns of the goat, set on, it
is true, with their long axis at a tlifferent angle from that which they have
in the true goat, but still in themselves of very much the same shape. One
lower jaw in this series has the concave posteriorboundary, and the sinuosity
anterior to its a,ngle, which goats usually and sheep only sometimes possess.

It beionged, h6wever, to an immature individual, the posterior molar not
having been evolved, and" it cannot be considered to positively prove the
presence here of Capra hi,rcus.

The Red. Deer (Ceraus elagthus) is very abundantly represented. in this
series, especially by fragments of horns, some of which bear marks of having
themselves been cut and" sawn by other implements, whilst one or two may
possibly have been used., as the tynes of red deer so often were by the
early British flint miners, as borers.

I For reference to the bibliography of Prehis- 2 For reference to the history of this variety of
toric Swine, see Linnean Soc. Trans., ser. ii., Sheep, see Briti,sh, Barrous, p. 740.
Zool. r-o1. i. 1877, p. 272.
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The Roe Deer (Ceruus ca,preolus) is only scantily, though unambiguously,
represented in the collection from Lochlee.

The Horse (Equus caballus) is represented by but a single shoulcler-

blade ; it is of small dimensions relatively to most or all clomestic breeds

with which I am acquainted; this applies, however, to all the domestic
animal remains found here. n .-

Reindeer (Ceruus tarand,us).-There are trryo more or less fragmentary
portions of honrs, which, after a good" deal of comparison with other reindeer
horns, and, with fragments of red- deer horns, I incline to set down as indi-
cating the presence of the former animal in this collection. It is easy to
separate reindeer horns from red. deer horns when you have the entire antler
before you, or even when you have the brow antler only, in most cases;

and" it is usually easy to separate even a fragment, if the fragment is fresh,
because the surfaces of the horns in these two horns are different. But here
the tu'o fragmentary horns in question have no brow antler left, and their
surfaces have been macerated so long as to have desquamated, or, to change
from a medical to a geological metaphor, have been denudecl a good deal.
Still one fragment is, I think, too ta)bular, and the other is too tabular also,
and that just beiow the origin of what in the red deer is known as the sur-
royal antler, to be anything but a reindeer's.

Writing for Scottish readers, I neeil not refer to Dr. J. A. Smith,s paper
" On Remains of the Reindeer in Scotland," read before the Society of
Antiquaries of Scotland, June 14, 1869, vol. viii. pt.i. pp. IBG-228, nor to
his references in that exhaustive memoir to preceding writers. But I may
mention an additional reference which Dr. J. A. Smith, not being gifted
with as much second sight as he is with insight, couid not have then referred
to, as it is contained in a book of more recent date than is his paper. This
reference will be founcl in Mr. Joseph Anderson's edition of the Orlcneyinga
Saga, chap. vi. p. 182.

Regarding a subsequent consignment of bones and. horns sent to Professor
Rolleston, he writes as follows:-

" The only remark which I feel calleil upon to make relates to the bones
and the teeth.of the pig; the marrow cavity in the lower iaw of one of the
pigs, a young specimen, containing a large quantity of crystals, and the
teeth of the olcler pigs showing a great deal of wear for the teeth of lvhat
were, I think, domesticated, srvine. The crystals were anaiysed by trV. W.
n'isher, Esq., of the Chemical Department in the oxford Museum, ancl found
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to be vivianite as supposed. It is not uncommon to have bones from pre-
historic 'finds,' which have been much acted. on either by fire or \4rater,

thus coloured by double decomposition of the bone phosphate with some

iron salt furnished" either from the bone and flesh or otherwise.

" The horns " (all the worked ones in the collection) " received. a few
days ago are all of Red Deer (Ceruus elaplars), et'eept one, which is of Ceraus

capreolus. With this consignment came one bone, or rather the ulna and"

radius of a Bos long'frons, more or less fused. into one bone. The horn of
the Roe is rather a large one."

Tun n'r,onA on rHE CnaNNoc.

As there appears to be some difference of opinion among botanists as to
whether certain trees, now common in our forests, such as elm and. beech,

are ind.igenous to Scotland, my attention was directed at an early stage of
the investigations at Lochlee to the importance of determining the different
kinds of wood used in the structure of the Crannog. Accordingly, I col-
lected- specimens of the wood..ancl other vegetal remains encountered during
the excavations, and" in d.ue time forwarcled- them to Professor Balfour,
Eclinburgh, who had kinclly agreed. to examine and report upon them, but
unfortunately, owing to ill health, he was unable to do so, and the box
containing the specimens, after lying in Edinburgh for some weeks, lvas
returned. unopened. IJltimately, however, Dr. Bayley Balfour, Professor of
Botany in the University of Glasgow, undertook this task, and it is to him
I am therefore indebtecl for the following Report:-

" I shall senil by train to-morrow the box of Lochlee vegetable remains.

I have examided them carefully. and you will find each specimen numbered,

the numbers corresponding with those in the appended list. There is not
so much variety in the wood- as I anticipated, ancl I am surprisecl to find
neither oak nor fir. The tissue of the wood is in most cases considerably
decomposed, the wood. cells, as might be expected, being most affected.

Betwixt alder (Alnus gluti,nos% L.) and" poplar (Populus tremula, L.), the
oniy indigenous species, there is really very little difference in wood

structure, and. indeed bfuch (Betula a,lba, L.) and hazel (Corylus Aaellana,
L.) are not far removed, so that when the texture of the wood is much

compressecl, and- decomposition has progressed, an identification is somewhat

hazardous, ancl I have therefore queried *y determination in some cases.

No beech occurs amongst the specimens you sent me."
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The following is a summary of the detailed list:-
I. Brushwood,, etc.-The various specimens of wood- which were selected

from below the log pavement have been classified as belonging to one or
other of the following trees, viz. birch (Betula alba),hazel (Corylus Auellana),
alder (Alnus glut'inosa), and. willow (Sali'm, sp.)

II. Wood,en.Relics.--One of the implemeotJ inig. B0), which appeared

to be made of a different kind of wood from any of the rest, has been

indentified by Dr. Balfour as elm (Ulmus tnontan'ta, S*.); and. the piece

of board with the carved diagrams (see pages 74,75) is found, to be ash

(Frarinus encelsior, L.) The rest of the relics were not submitted. to Dr.
Balfour, as they had so crumbled" into dust (except those macle of oak, a1I

of which were easily recognised ) that their identification appeared impossible.

III. Amorrg the remaining vegetal remains collected from the debris

above the log pavement, Dr. Balfour has identifiecl the following species:-

" (L) Ilypnum (Ifytocom'iutn) splend,ens, DLIL This specimen I sub-

mitted for confirmation to Mr. Hobkirk of l{uddersfield, ancl after the most

careful examination he refers it to the above.

"(z) Dadalea querci,na,P. This I submitted" to Dr, M. C. Cooke for
confirmation, and he remarks, 'Must be a thin form of that species; but of
course it is very much discoloured., and. hence difficult to determine.'

" (3) Bouistu nigrescens, P.

" (4) Poluptorus ign'iari,us, Er. This and the preceding are Dr. M. C.

Cooke's id.entifi cation.

" (5) Polytri,chum commune, L. (Portions from the fringeJike girdles
(FiS. 112) and" the'pigtail-like object desuibed at page 47 r,vere thus
labelled.)

" (6) Pteris aqu,ilina, L.
" (7) Several masses contailing roots and" root leaves of a monocotyie-

d.onous plant with equitant leaves, heather stems, and rhizomes of fern.

" (B) Portions of birch bark in stripes rolled together like a bail of thread.

" (9) H:azel nuts. One gnawed by a sguirrel? If, as f conjecture, it
has been done b;' a squirrel, it is interesting, as affording evidence of their
occurrence in this localit;'.

" I am soruy I am unable to be more d.efinite in many cases. The masses

made up of monocotyledonous plants would" not repay a more extended
examination."
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Colrcr,unrne Rnmanr<s.

To extract from the above investigations, however suggestive the results
may appear, a life history as it were of the Crannog, or incleed much
reliable information regarding the habits of the Celtic races who flourished
in the neighbourhood during the period of its existence, would be pre-
sumptuous on my part, if not beyond the scope of legitimate inference,

especially in face of the meagre results hitherto obtained from Scottish
Crannogs. The completeness with which the operations have been executed,

together rvith the great variety of relics found, cannot fail to make the
Lochlee Crannog a stand.ard. of comparison for future discoveries of a similar
character, at least for some time to come, and hence it was essential to have

the present report free from all speculative opinions. I have therefore up
to this point entirely confined myself to matters of fact which have come

uncler my own d.irect cognizance; and as for the relics, I have simply
encleavoured to d.escribe them accurately, leaving it to experiencecl archreo-

logists to cietermine their historical value. Th.ere are, however, a feu'points,
bearing on the antiquity and duration of the Crannog, which, though
undoubtedly included, in the category of the speculative, I wish to state,

as they could only be made by one conversant with all the phases of the
excavations; but which after this caution must be taken cum gro,no sal'is.

1. Position of Relics.-Ls many of the relics, if judged- independ,ently
of the rest and their surroundings, would. be taken as good representatives
of the three so-called" ages of Stone, Bronze, and Iron, it is but natural for
the reader to inquire if superposition has defined them by a corresponding
relationship. On this point I ofi'er no dubious opinion. The polished stone

ceit, X'ig. 16, dnd the knife, Fig. 91, were found almost in juxtaposition about

the level of the lowest fireplace. Though the hammer-stones, as a rule,
were more abundant in the lower strata, yet the very first thing indicating
human art which was found, when we commenced to dig toward.s the centre

of the mound., was a hammer-stone. Almost all the horn impiements were

found, at or below the level of the first-cliscovered pavement, and three-

fourths of the querns were found above it. Below the same level, and

around the hearths, tusks of boars were numerous, whereas almost none

were found above it; and in the midden pigs' jaws and teeth were found

only at its lowest stratum. Yarious inferences might be drawn from these

remarks, rvhich my read.ers can do for themselves.
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2. Character of the Wood,-wor*.-From the discovery, in the deep section

mad.e below the log pavement, of beams with tenons and mortised holes,

and large trunks having their branches lopped off as if with a hatchet, it
would upp.u, that the first constructors of the Crannog were weli acquainted

with the use of metal tools. Referring again bo the fact that the two or

three series of circular stockad.es coalesced. into one'on the north side, I
may mention that this singular feature wouid be accounted for b)' th*

supposition (a by no means improbable one) that the original structure was

confinecl to the area of the log pavement and" its circle of stockades, and

that the external uprights at the south sid"e, together with bhe gangway and

the trestle-work, were subsequent additions to it. This theory derives some

support from the fact that the base of the rvood-work of the Crannog was

at least 14 feet (after making allowance for the extra height of the mound)

below the surface of the field, whereas that of the gangway' within a ferv

feet of the Crannog, 'was only 10 feet. This difference of 4 feet could

harclly be accounted for by the inequality of the bed. of the iake, as the fielcl

appeared here to be quite level, so that this accumulation of 3 or 4 feet of

silt wouid. represent the interval of 'time that elapsed between the rearing

of the Crannog proper anil that of the gangway. That broken planks ancl

old mortiseil beams were mixed. up wit]r the trestle-work in various places,

woulcl also go to support the idea of a prior structure; while evidence that

the whole superstructure had. at one or more times been d.estroyed. by

fire rvas quite conclusive. According to the above theory, the elaborate

mortised. beams at the north-east corner would. probably have been a land"ing-

stage, but which, in their present position, are quite inexplicable.

B. Leael of Lake"-Amongst the problems of a discursive character here

referred to, perhaps there is none of greater interest than that which d'eals

with the cause and effect of the change that has taken place in the level of

the lake. n'rom eye-witnesses we kno'iv that, before the first drainage was

carriecl out, the mound. used to be covered- u'ith water in the winter time;

and Mr. Charles Reid tetls me that the iine of level which he has adoptecl

in measuring for the plan of the lake, is B feet 7 inches above the log pave-

ment. Now the area assigned" to the lake by Mr. Reid is consid"erably less

than what the old residenters of the d-istrict make it out to have been, as several

of them have stateci that they had" seen its waters extend beyond the road

on the west side (see Plan), and yet from his data the depth of water would

just cover the highest part of the mound, which it vrill be remembered was
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about the same height above the 1og pavement. Originallv the island must
have been higher than the lake, but allowing that the log pavement was only
3 feet above the surface of the water, we have at least 11 feet of change
of }evel to account for. This phenomenon could" only be causecl by
a sinking of the whole islanil, or a rising of the water, or a combination of
both causes. I do not think that the weight of 4he island and its superin-
cumbent mass would. press so heavily on the bottom of the lake as to cause

it to sink much, since the enormous amount of wood-work, of which it
consisted, being lighter than water, would. have a eorresponding buoyant
effect, and so help to counteract the weight of the aerial portion. Nor has

any great compression of its substance taken place fiom decay, because, in
the course of making the deep section under the log pavement, we found
the contour of the large trees quite symmetrical and perfectly round; and"

although the wood was very soft it was not compressed, ow-ing to its being
completely saturated" with rvater, *'hich of course is virtually incompressible.
Although I have often seen small brushwood flattened from pressure, yet I
have never seen this effect prod.uced. on a branch larger than my wrist, and
oniy in one instance dicl I notlce it on a piece of wood, of this size. More-
over, the gangway, which certainly could" not sink from its weight, was
deeply buried, its uppermost horizontal beams being not less than 7 feet
below the surface of the field. We must therefore fall back on the orrly
other alternative, and assign this change irr the relative position of the
Crannog and" level of the lake chiefly to the rising of the water. This result
is somewhat unusual, because running water, having a tendency to deepen

its channel, and the accumulation of sedimentary cleposits, often produce an
opposite effect, and cause the complete drainage of lake basins. I have
therefore caref'ully examined the outlet of the lake to ascertain if possible
the causes that ied to this rise in its bed.

Its natural outflow was at the south-east corner, and the little stream,
after running southwarcls for a few yards, quickly turned westwards into a
narrow valley which wended towards n'ail Loch. Just at this abrupt
turning the background rose somewhat steeply to the south, so that the
termination of the valley as it entered into the Lochlee basin was very liable
to be obstructed, by debris r,vashed from the slopes above. Besides being
thus favourably situated" to catch washed-down materials, it is probable that
during the summer the surplus water would. be very scanty, and vegetation
abundant, so that in the course of time the bed of the outlet rvould
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gradually be raised. A section cut across the outlet would. reaclily d,isclose

the sequence of the silted materials, had it not been that the soil rvas dis-

turbed by a deep covered- clrain which was made when ihe first d.rainage

operations wele executed and- ran along its whole course. AIso, I under-

stand that previous to this the lake was used as a mili-dam. We cannot

therefore get rid. of the elements of uncertaintp in any caiculations which

might be based. on the change of the level of the lake and the accumula-

tion of silt in its bed.

I may however mention, on the ground.s alread,y stated-, that since the

foundations of the Crannog were laid, the increase in the bed" of the lake in
its vicinity cannot havebeen less than 14 f.eet; and 11 feet is the lowest

estimate that I can assign to the rise in the level of its surface. On the

supposition that the rise of the water was uniform, and. since the last fire-

place was about 6 feet above the lowest, and aliowing 1$ feet for the time
the former was used, we have then the total period" of occupancy of the
Crannog represented hy 7* feet of rise in the level of the lake. We have

no means of comparing this periocl with its representation in so many feet

of lake sediment, but I may state that since the canoe, found- about 100

yards from the Crannog, was abandoned, no less than 5 feet of this mossy

iake sediment accumulated over it.
The composition of the silt forming the bed of the lake, especially near

the Crannog, as already described, at page 50, points to the fact that for
centuries the increase 'was due principally to the d.ecomposition of vegetable

matters, while latterly it was caused more by a deposition of fine ciay; and

when excavating along the line of the gangway we had an opportunity of
verifying the regularity of this succession. A change so marked in the

sed.iment can only be accounted for by a corresponcling change in the sur-

rounding scenery, and no explanation is more likely than that the primeval

forests had- given place to the inroads of agriculture, when some of the up-

turned virgin soil would" be washed down, as it stili is, by every trickling
rill that finds its v-ay into this lake basin.

It now only remains for me to thank the numerous gentlemen who, by
reports, analyses, etc., or otherwise, have so ably contributed to the success-

ful clevelopment of these investigations. In addition to the names already

mentioned, I have the pleasure of stating that the plan of the lake was con-

tributed by Mr. Gharles Reid, arrd that of the Crannog by Mr. Park, Brae-

head Oflice. The sketches were all executed by Mr. James Thomson of the

87
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Ayi Academy. I have also to express my deep obligations to Messrs.

James Blackwood and J. H. Turner for the assistance and facilities they
have afforded me in collecting the materials for this Report. 'Io acknow-
ledge the kindness of Mr. Spiers, the farmer at Lochlee, is a duty incumbent
not only on rne but on many other visitors to the Crannog, who have
equally experienced his generous hospitali*y. ' .

[The seiection of bones from the Crannog sent to Professor Rolleston for
examination is now deposited in the Anatomical Museum at Oxford, and all
the rest of the relics are located in.the -Museum attached to the Burns
Monument at Kilmarnock.]


